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Key
Findings

The working class is partly defined by its diversity compared to middle
and upper-class groups. The working class cannot be characterised by a
particular skin colour or ethnicity nor through stereotypes and cliches.
Working-class people in Britain are of many ethnicities and nationalities,
from Welsh to the West Indian and Polish to Pakistani; our communities
contain many languages, cultures and faiths. From our big cities to rural
villages, working-class people of all ages live across the UK and Northern
Ireland. The material conditions of working-class people vary from those
left struggling to make ends meet to those living somewhat comfortably. The working class includes a variety of occupations, from nurses
to nannies, carers to call centre workers. There is a range of income,
education, housing tenure and political beliefs.
And yet, this study finds that contrary to what certain politicians and
mainstream media say, diverse working-class people across races and
other differences share everyday experiences of precarity, prejudice and
a lack of power and place. They share values, hopes and desires for their
families and their futures.

We found that only 1 in 3 people say they know precisely what
‘working class’ means. Many of our interviewees found the terms
confusing. There were three recurring themes to what defines the
working class:

1
2
3

Most took ‘working class’ literally at face value to mean being in work;
Working-class people are wholly dependent on wages to survive;
Lastly, many associated having the value of ‘hard work’ with a
working-class identity.

Class is not widely nor intuitively understood as a political concept (i.e.,
a description of power and control, who has it, and who doesn’t), nor is it
readily talked about in relation to inequality or social justice.

CLASS
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‘Working class’ can be a potentially divisive
term. A consequence of working-class identity

Our survey found that half of working-class people believe that people
of colour (including Black, Asian and minority ethnic people) face more
significant barriers to economic success than white people and 54% think
that talking about race and racism is necessary to move towards an equal
society. This rises significantly for Black working-class people to 77% and
74% for Asian working-class people.

being firmly and at times exclusively associated
with work is that many participants distinguished
between the ‘working class’ and the ‘lower class’ – those in receipt of
benefits or thought to choose not to work. Our participants were confused
and disagreed about whether people who perform unpaid care work are
part of the working class.

Yet, most participants also strongly believed in meritocracy, that society is
structured like a ladder that one can climb to a better social and economic
position – seemingly defined by higher earnings, material possessions, and
crucially, security.

7 in 10 working-class people believe that the system
is rigged against them and that wealthy people are

“

wealthy because they are given more opportunities and
not because they work harder or are more talented.
Participants agreed that the system is rigged in favour of
wealthier classes, who are given opportunities, wealth,
or a better head start, which significantly impacts social
mobility upward. Advantage is increased for white people,
people born in the UK and men who do not have to contend with prejudice
or the barriers of racism, xenophobia and sexism. However, participants
were often reluctant to narrate their own lives in terms of disadvantage.
Many experience class disadvantage, and for working-class women of
colour, a triple disadvantage.

This study finds that contrary to what certain
politicians and mainstream media say, diverse
working-class people across races and other
differences share everyday experiences of
precarity, prejudice and a lack of power and
place. They share values, hopes and desires for
their families and their futures.

Some participants felt confined to their ‘place’ in
the class system, partly defined by one’s gender, race
and nationality. Employment and educational opportunities are frequently out of reach for people of colour
due to the racism of employers, colleagues, educators
etc. Moreover, diverse working-class women are
overlooked and undervalued at work compared to their male counterparts;
meanwhile, many economic opportunities are incompatible with unpaid
care work women disproportionately undertake.

CLASS
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Working-class life today is defined by precarity, prejudice, and a lack
of place and power.

1. Precarity is at the core of working-class life
The lack of a solid sense of security and safety, both economically and physically. Precarity is a defining feature because work
is insecure: employers pay their workers too little, the hours are
often unstable, and people solely rely on their job or inadequate
public services to survive. Worse still, basic needs – housing,
water, food, energy, transport, care, seeking justice – are owned
and controlled by a relatively small number of wealthy individuals. Such super-rich people and businesses can charge what they like to
make a considerable profit at the expense of working-class people.

2. Prejudice: navigating social stigma
Although many forms of prejudice are experienced by
people of all classes, racism, xenophobia and sexism are
most keenly felt by working-class people, who have less
social power and fewer means to avoid or respond to it. As
we have heard from participants, widespread structural
racism and sexism keep working-class people trapped in
their ‘place’, making it harder to get those jobs and opportunities that would
substantially impact their material well-being.
Moreover, when it comes to racism, class is essential. Few working-class
people make it to high positions of authority – upper-middle-class people
are more likely to be the employer discriminating (consciously or not), the
journalist writing demeaning stories for clickbait, or the politician enacting
racist policies.
Although classism is not often thought of as a form of prejudice, our participants were keenly aware of being judged by those in wealthier classes as
being less than – “they look down on us.”

CLASS
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3. Place: neglected and fractured communities
Being working class is related to a loss
of place; it is seeing a breakdown of
communities, from gentrification in
inner cities pushing people out of their
neighbourhoods or certain politicians closing
down youth and community centres and trying to blame and divide certain
groups of often working-class people.

4. A lack of power and voice
Most crucially and often forgotten; to be working class
is about where one stands in relation to power. Workingclass people overwhelmingly do not occupy positions
of power and influence, whether in creating our laws,
shaping the news of the day, designing policies, or
choosing their place of work.
Instead, working-class power, historically and today, is collective in nature.
Working-class power has been built by people together and showing up
for each other in an understanding that they share this same structural
position in society. Yet, most of our participants struggled to see themselves as agents of change, nor is the community readily thought of as
being a powerful vehicle of change. From daily life to society at large, all of
our interviewees felt they didn’t have a political voice; the sense of powerlessness and pessimism that positive change is possible felt palpable.
Power is identified as being kept in the hands of elites and not the working
class, i.e., the government, politicians, billionaires and business people.
Powerful elites are considered conspiratorial and exclusive, and some
participants were concerned by the close relationship between politicians,
the media and super-rich individuals.
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All participants saw the government as having the power and the responsibility to improve society. However, interviewees felt that decision-makers
ignored their interests and values – this often extended to a broader
perception that leaders are out of touch, that they don’t listen or don’t care
about white, black and brown working-class people.

Working-class identity is not strong right now. Although working-class
people share a ‘place’ in the political system, overlapping experiences,
values, and hopes for society, we found that participants had a varied
and complex relationship to class as an identity. A small minority defined
themselves as working class. Yet, every participant self-identified in the
preliminary questionnaire as ‘working class’, and almost all voluntarily
spoke about their parents/upbringing being working class. Many still
rejected a class identity in the interview, although some acknowledged
that they ‘technically’ are working class. Some participants seemed to feel
there is a negative or limiting connotation to identifying as working class,
that it is to accept that they have lower moral value or status than those
of higher classes. Even fewer interviewees associated the ‘working-class
identity’ to be about solidarity, shared injustice, or inequality.
Although a clear working-class political identity might not be apparent, our
research has uncovered its possible foundations. A shared working-class
identity emerges from the shared values, desires, challenges and experiences we have identified in this report. The shared interests amongst
people include realising genuine safety and security, decent livelihoods,
jobs, housing, education and health and social care; strengthening communities to have power over their lives, encouraging unity, mutual respect and
compassion; and rebalancing the economic system away from the wealthy
and powerful few and to include every single person no matter their race,
origin and gender.
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Key statistics of working-class attitudes

30%

believe that continuing to address race is harmful as
talking about it only creates division

54%

of the working class think that people of colour face
greater barriers to economic success than white people.

77%
29%
58%
77%

for Black working-class people, 74% for Asian working-class
people and 50% of white working-class people (17% say they
are not sure).
of the working class think that people of colour (e.g. Black,
Asian and minority ethnic people) who cannot get ahead
are mostly responsible for their own situation
of the working class think that focusing on and talking
about race is necessary to move toward greater equality
for Black working-class people, 74% for Asian working-class
people and 54% for white working class people (13% say
they are not sure).

70%

think that if the working class struggles in our society it is
because the rules are rigged against it.

15%

believe that if the working class struggles in our society it is
due to its own lack of effort or initiative.
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70%
19%
20%
73%
20%
76%
75%
51%
CLASS

17%

think that wealthy people in the UK are wealthy because
they were given more opportunities than others.
think that wealthy people in the UK are wealthy because
they worked harder than others
of working class people view billionaires as completely
unfavourable (giving 0 out of 10, 10 being very favourable).

50%

of working class people believe they should get involved in
their local community

70%

of working class people believe it’s important to get to
know my neighbours

36%
44%

think that the best thing the government can do for the
economy is to provide the healthcare, education and
services people need.
think that the best thing the government can do for the
economy is get spending down to manageable levels and
cut red tape
think that our benefits system must prioritise helping
people who need it, even if that means a small number of
people can claim benefits incorrectly.
think that unpaid care – like looking after children, neighbours and older people – should be considered ‘work’ and
valued accordingly.

think that the Conservative party is the political party that
best represents the interests of the working class.

of working class people believe it is important to join a
trade union,
neither agree nor disagree.

40%

of working class people say they are strongly motivated to
vote

60%

working class people feel people like them are able to have
very little or no say in what their government does

65%

of working class people agree that by joining together in our
communities we can make positive changes in our country.

think that the Labour party is the political party that best
represents the interests of the working class (31% are not
sure).
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Foreword
ELLIE MAE O’HAGAN:

In the 1990s, it became popular to believe that we were
living in a classless society. “We’re all middle class now!”
announced New Labour’s John Prescott in 1997. The idea of
class, and class conflict, in those years seemed old fashioned – even irrelevant.
In the 2010s, a different kind of class discourse emerged. Far from class
being depicted as irrelevant, many commentators and politicians began
arguing that the working class was alive and kicking, and not very happy.
These arguments reached fever pitch during the 2016 EU referendum,
in which the vote to leave was interpreted by MPs and journalists as an
expression of dissatisfaction by working class people. In 2016, articles
in the Guardian, Spiked Online, openDemocracy, the New Statesman
and countless others used the phrase “working class revolt” to describe
Brexit. But who are these working class people and what are they revolting
against?
The analysis CLASS has carried out shows that the British working class is
depicted in the mainstream as white, usually male, and socially reactionary.
Tired of being ignored by the “woke mob” (who, in the past might have been
better known as the “PC brigade” or “woolly liberals”), the white working
class are finally asserting themselves as the forgotten – and therefore
ultimate – oppressed minority. According to the mainstream story, working
class people are revolting against elite liberals or “woke bullies” who heap
privileges on undeserving minorities at the expense of salt-of-the-earth (or,
more simply, white) working class people.

CLASS
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The UK Race Class Narrative project... is the
first step in creating a new class analysis
of modern Britain ... I hope that the resulting
analysis will be the catalyst for a new, more
respectful and more accurate way of
talking about the British working class.
It’s about time.

This story fails working class people. It does not depict the reality of
working class life in the UK, which – more than any other social class – is
defined by its diversity. Working class people have different religious and
political beliefs, different races, genders, lifestyles, income levels and
experiences. And far from being hostile towards people of colour, we found
that working class people have less racist attitudes than their middle class
counterparts. Perhaps that’s because working class people are more likely
to have colleagues, friends and neighbours who are people of colour.
This report is the second part of the UK Race Class Narrative project. It
is the first step in creating a new class analysis of modern Britain. CLASS
spoke to diverse working class people across the country about their lives
and experiences, hopes and dreams. I hope that the resulting analysis will
be the catalyst for a new, more respectful and more accurate way of talking
about the British working class. It’s about time.
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CHAPTER 1

CHAPTER 1: WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT CLASS

Divide and rule

Introduction:
We need to talk
about class

After the 2008 global financial crisis, followed by cuts to
public services, a pandemic and a cost of living scandal,
working-class people have been priced out of a decent life.
1.3 million more working-class people are left unable to make
ends meet to survive, let alone thrive.1

Divide and rule

Work no longer pays as insecure employment practices – poor wages,
unstable or zero hours, short term contracts, underemployment – have
become endemic, and with these its physical, mental and social toll.2
‘Uberisation’ has spread to childcare, health and social care sectors and
previously protected middle-class jobs in academia.3 The prospects for
working-class people who are taking care of loved ones, unemployed, or
unable to work are bleaker still. Many working-class families from Rhyl to
Rotherham are forced into making impossible trade-offs between “sitting
in the dark to conserve electricity or saving the heating for when the
children come home.”4

Divide and rule

Divide and rule

Living standards have not amassed a gravity in order to plummet of their
own accord.5 We have designed an economic system where life-or-death
decisions on the prices of our food, homes, and wages are driven by a small
collection of private interests.6 We see this increasingly from housing to
social care provisions, food, childcare, water, and energy to transport. Why?
As author and research Christine Berry explains, “because people literally

CLASS
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cannot do without them, so owning these types of assets is a reliable
way to extract huge rents while doing very little.”7 We are seeing Victorian
Britain re-emerge in the 21st century, where survival is the primary
objective of most workers.8

Rhetorically, such framing conceals the essential questions of inequality,
power, wealth and oppression and the shared interests of diverse working-class people. We seek to challenge this embedded cultural narrative by
elevating the voices and experiences of diverse working-class people.

We need to talk about class. Poverty and inequality
discourse doesn’t quite capture the stark power
dynamic of who exactly is making these decisions
and who it benefits and who it hurts.

Continuing in the footsteps of the CLASS and Runnymede 2019 Report, We
Are Ghosts, we spent 2021 listening to working-class people across the UK
through three phases of qualitative and quantitative research. We present
the findings here to give space and voice to the lived experience and
perceptions of working-class people, in part to ground an intersectional
understanding of class as it organically emerges in the lives of workingclass people. There are two core findings:

For the most part, these decisions are made by a small handful of people
at the very top. Just take for example how only five cabinet ministers
confirmed publicly that they and their families do not benefit from the
use of tax havens or non-dom status.9 When we look at who is harmed by
cuts to welfare, privatising healthcare and low wages, it is almost always
diverse working-class people – especially working-class people of colour,
women and those left struggling to make ends meet – people who do
not have substantial savings or the bank of mum and dad to fall back on.
Diverse working-class people have very limited (if any at all) participation in
the production of the laws and policies that govern this country, and their
voices are ignored, and yet they are often most impacted.
Rather than the ‘working class’ identity being used to foster solidarity
across race to secure mutual and shared interests, it has been weaponised
in order to undermine the solidarity needed to win better wages, good
working conditions, robust public services, justice, clean air and water, and
equality. The divide-and-rule strategy is to racialise and portray the working
class as a white cultural minority, presenting them as the victims of immigration and advances in racial and gender equality. While certain politicians
and pundits speak frequently about the ‘white working class’, working-class
migrants and people of colour are rarely, if ever, referred to by their class.

CLASS
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— Firstly, the working class is truly diverse. Working-class people in
Britain come from many nationalities, from Welsh to the West Indies
and Polish to Pakistani; our communities contain many languages,
cultures, and faiths. From our big cities to rural villages, there are
working-class people of all ages, genders and sexualities living across
the UK and Northern Ireland. The material conditions of working-class
people vary from those left struggling to make ends meet to those
living somewhat comfortably. The working class includes a variety of
occupations, from nurses to nannies, carers to call centre workers.
There is a range of income, education, housing tenure to political
beliefs. The working class is defined in part by its diversity compared
to middle and upper-class groups.

— Secondly, diverse working-class people have a lot of essential
things and values in common, contrary to mainstream narratives.
Working-class people across race and other differences share
everyday experiences of precarity, prejudice and a lack of power and
place. They share hopes and desires for their families and futures.
The findings from listening to working-class people have also formed
the basis of our new, winning approach to building solidarity across race
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and class and neutralising our opponents’ divide-and-rule strategies.* As
historian Emma Dabiri writes, coalition building is about identifying shared
interests amongst people, and through observing movements of the past
we can see that groups often worked together towards common goals in a
context much more polarised than at the present.10 Today we urgently need
to propagate an alternative shared narrative that reflects the modern class
struggle, shared across differences of race and place, and holds to account
those who continue to act against the common interest. We must attract
others to our cause to have the strength in numbers we require since our
current base for progressive policy priorities is not large enough to win the
change we need.

What we did
See Appendix for full methodology
We were guided by two critical principles throughout the research process:
intersectionality and authenticity. Intersectionality, coined by Professor
Kimberlé Crenshaw, is the theoretical framework that acknowledges that
human experiences and societies are shaped by multiple social dimensions – race, class, gender, sexuality, nationality, faith, and people with
disability etc11. As researchers, we cannot hope to understand society’s
class dynamics or the lives and perspectives of working-class people by
considering the economic and material reality as separate from the rest of
their identities. As such, our sample of working-class people reflects the
diversity that constitutes the whole working class (as much as possible),
rather than being representative of the demographics. Secondly, our study
aims to reflect authentically the plurality and complexity of working-class
people– in all their variety. Presented here are findings from in-depth
interviews, focus groups, and a nationally representative survey.

* See the Race Class Narrative Report for more
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Our research goals were to understand the lived experiences and perceptions of the ethnically diverse working class. Together we explored the
following themes: community, division, values, everyday life, policy issues,
personal identity, race, class, gender, power and change. For further details
please see the appendix. In chapter 2, we explore how working-class
people understand class, what it means to be working class, and how class
is perceived to intersect with race, nationality and gender. In chapter 3,
we explore the range of experiences of working-class people, through the
4P framework, developed by the researchers for We Are Ghosts, our 2019
collaborative report with The Runnymede Trust. In chapter 4, we present
the important things working-class people share in common i.e., experiences, values, and desires and we discuss whether there is a shared class
identity. We conclude the report in chapter 5 with a look at the necessary
policy recommendations to transform and address the challenges facing
working class people explored throughout the report.

Who we spoke to
In total, we spoke to 50 people through our qualitative research across
Bradford, Wolverhampton, Cardiff and Rhyl. This included women and men
across a range of ages from 21 to 67 years old, and people of different
nationalities and ethnicities. Over half of our sample had education attainment up to GCSEs, a few finished at college, and a handful of participants
were educated to degree and master’s level. Participants had a range of
occupations -part-time, full-time, self-employed and zero-hours – from
carers, teaching assistants, checkout operators, taxi drivers, telecoms
engineers and support workers to homemakers and people currently unemployed. Participants included those who own their home with a mortgage,
living with family members, privately renting or renting social housing.
Crucially, a quarter of our sample were people who voted Conservative
in 2019 (including a couple of first time conservative voters), one who
voted Liberal Democrat, a couple of people who do not vote while those
who voted Labour in 2019 made up the rest. Everyone self-identified as
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working-class and was classified by us as ‘objectively’ working class using a
range of metrics. For further details please see the appendix.
Given the breadth of identities of working-class people in the UK and our relatively modest research reach, we do not intend to represent this full range of
people in our research. We cannot draw firm conclusions from our qualitative
research about how the entire diverse working-class of the UK think or
characterise any particular groups. What we can do, however, is get a flavour
of the shared and diverse perceptions and experiences of people across
many working-class backgrounds. As you read through this report, keep in
mind that all of the findings come from specific questioning and prompts
from facilitators (unless otherwise explicitly stated). For further details on
the limitations and considerations of the data please see the appendix.

Survey participants:
Women
54.3%

Men
45.7%

White European
34%

White
34%

Mixed heritage
6%

CLASS

Asian
30%
Black
24%
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Defining Class

In this chapter we briefly explore the common ways of understanding class and how they fall short.
But rather than get lost in semantics, an objective of this research is to
ground an intersectional understanding of class, with a particular focus on
the working class, in the perceptions and lived experiences of diverse working-class people. We want to find a way to talk about class that is useful
and meaningful to the working class. As such, in the following chapter, you
will find crucial insights into how class is currently understood, and how
race, nationality and gender are perceived to intersect with class.

Existing ways of understanding class and how they fall short
There is no single definition of “class”; the word has various conflicting
meanings and functions across everyday usage, and political and social
discourses.
Typically the ‘working class’ has been associated with work, in particular
those jobs within the manufacturing industries – coal miners, factory
workers and dockers. However, given the vast expansion of the service
sector and the erosion of pay and working conditions in the public
sector, Snoussi and Mompelat in the We Are Ghosts report, argue that
it is necessary to broaden the definition of working-class jobs beyond

CLASS
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manufacturing industries to include those who hold low-paying jobs in
sectors such as hospitality, retail and care work.12 Meanwhile, the focus on
occupation overlooks important factors that characterise the working class
as a whole, such as a lack of property, wealth, sole dependence on wages,
and social connections.13 The high cost of higher education, the housing
crisis, and increasing insecurity in typical ‘middle class’ jobs, has seen
parts of the middle-class fracture, often merging with the relatively higher-earning working class. As such, we might be better off thinking about the
‘working classes’ rather than the ‘working class.’14
There are many ways of thinking about class: for example, Marxism brings
together the working classes in a struggle against the owning class;15
Weber’s broader understanding of class includes non-material factors as
political hierarchy, social prestige, and nationalism;16 and the pioneering
work of Savage et al., finds 7 class categories, which make sense of the
interplay of economic, cultural, and social factors, rather than a limited
focus on occupation and/or income, and ignoring all the rest.17 However,
this begs the questions: do working class people think about class in any
of these ways? Is it likely that people are going to identify themselves or
organise around the label of ‘precariat’ or ‘the emergent service worker’?
Do we have a non-academic way of talking about class that makes sense
of people’s experiences, struggles or societies structures? Moreover, how
well do these frameworks for class-thinking encapsulate people’s multiple
identities and realities?

inherited the title from their parents.19 Now, this elite class are joined by the
multi-millionaires and billionaires – think Richard Branson or Philip Green.
Crucially, the overwhelming majority are white men who live in London and
the home counties. Can we understand class – the people and the structures – through a material lens alone, even if it is expanded upon to include
generational and inherited wealth, assets, occupation and income?

Confronted by a paradox:
The aim of our research is to create an intersectional understanding of
class by listening to the working class, to address some of the shortcomings of present understanding and to find a way to talk about class that is
useful and meaningful to diverse working-class people. And so, from the
outset, we were confronted with a paradox: how to study working-class
people without pre-defining what being working class is.

Yet, we all know class when we see it. Any observer of British society would
quickly note the significant variations in wealth, material possession,
power and prestige in society, who has it and who doesn’t. 44% of MPs of
the sitting government were privately educated and 20 out of 55 British
Prime Ministers since 1721 attended Eton College.18 The peerage system
which predates the formation of England (approximately a thousand years)
still exists. The House of Lords was created to represent each nobleman’s
political interests. To this day, 92 people sit in the House of Lords who

We used specific quotas to ensure we spoke to a diverse range of people,
especially those with intersecting identities of race, ethnicity, nationality,
and gender. Then, we created a set of questions that would filter people
into what we assessed as the most appropriate class. Hence, we opted for
a points system to capture the range of people and experiences and do
away with preconceived notions of who is working class. The points system
took into consideration class identity, housing tenure, education levels,
occupations, household income, and if and how one might pay a £500
emergency bill (see appendix for more details). This was crucial for two
further reasons: we know that around 20% of middle-class people identify
as working class20, and we wanted to ensure our qualitative study was not
oversampling those who are materially middle-class but view themselves
as having a working-class cultural identity. Secondly, the findings of the We
Are Ghosts report indicated that the racialisation of the working class as
white in mainstream discourse may mean that some people of colour do
not readily identify as working class making it necessary to include factors
other than class self-identification.21

CLASS
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How do working class people understand class?

There is variation in material circumstances of working-class
people

Class is not understood well, and not
thought of in relation to inequality or power
When discussing definitions of class, many participants found the concept confusing and contradictory – their definitions often changed throughout the course of the interviews, frequently pivoting between class as a ladder and class as a system.
In our survey, just a third of people said they knew exactly what the term
‘working class’ means. In our qualitative research, class was not readily
discussed in the political sense of inequality, power, and social justice. The
loss of a working-class analysis and vocabulary is in part a consequence of
political attacks on the trade union movement, which played a fundamental
role in the political education of working-class communities. Additionally,
in the 1990s, a mainstream narrative emerged that class politics is a relic
of the past, that anyone can achieve if they set their mind to it, and that
class conflict was no longer an issue. Or as Tony Blair put it in his 1996
conference speech: “No more workers against bosses! We are all on the
same side!”22
Today, particularly following the 2016 vote to leave the EU, ‘working class’
has re-emerged in political discourse as a cultural identity divorced from
economic analysis. Moreover, for many of our interviewees, class is not
necessarily something they see relevant to their identity or day-to-day
lives (see chapter 4 for a discussion on class identity). Many struggled to
answer direct questions about how one’s class shapes one’s life chances in
comparison to questions asking how if they grew up with a lot of money or
privately educated how that might affect a person’s life.

We found a great variety of what ‘counts’ as working class, which reflected
the material circumstances of the participants. For some, being working
class is about being a pay day or two away from homelessness and struggling to make ends meet, and for others, it is about not owning a second
home and having only a small amount of savings. For example, one participant said being working class is “somebody that goes to work, earns a good
wage, has a life like me. It’s not really well off but enough to keep going,
having a comfortable life and going to work, earning your money. I mean, I
have enough money to spoil my two granddaughters and spoil my kids but I
wouldn’t have the money to go and buy another house” [49, woman, Indian,
full-time carer].** While another participant said, “just basically working
around the clock to be honest with you. Some, I find that, they’re in 2 jobs
just to make ends meet” [50, woman, Pakistani, currently unemployed] and
“the people that have to graft for every penny they get are the people that
are on the lower paid jobs.” [41, woman, White British, fitness instructor].
Evidently, there is diversity within the working class when it comes to one’s
material circumstances.

Being working class is being in work and valuing working hard
Work and one’s relation to work is the cornerstone of how working class
people define the working class. There were two recurring themes in what
defines the working class, whatever their race, gender or nationality: one
in which ‘working class’ is taken literally at face value to mean being in
work, and secondly, that you are fully dependent on wages to survive. We
frequently heard participants say that to be working class is to “work hard
to just get by in life” [48, man, White British] as “nothing is handed to you”
[36, man, White British, full-time telecoms engineer].

** Please note that the demographic information is presented in the way that the
participant completed the screener form prior to participating.
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“I think working class, when I see that word, it’d make
me think it’s referring to a class of people that are
working their bums off basically, they’re probably
working any hours that God can send for them to get
their wage at the end of the month and pretty much
probably have no money left after they’ve paid
everything out. That’s how I’d see working class”
[26, woman, mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook].
A recurring theme across our study was the value of hard work. One participant said, “the working class are hard working. Hard working, respectful.
When they get off their backside and do something then I would never look
down on them” [44, man, White British, trade counter manager]. This is a
source of pride for some, and they see themselves as a vital part of the
community. “Working-class people put effort and pride to improve and serve
their communities” [43, man, Indian and taxi driver] and that the working
class “help to keep the country running and help their local community”.
One participant noted that working class people tend to be in public sector
jobs, serving their community and another noted how “it’s not the rich
people you see down at the local food bank helping out” [46, man, White
British, finance assistant]. Many saw the pandemic as a critical moment
where the vital work of working-class people was finally appreciated: “I
think at the height of the pandemic low level traditional working-class jobs
were then seen as the glue that holds society together. Supermarket staff,
carers, bus drivers, cleaners etc., finally got recognition” [51, woman, White
British, admin]. Without the working class, one participant noted, “working
class – whatever you say, it is very much needed, without working class there
wouldn’t be any economy” [38, man, Polish, engineering storeman].

Working as distinct from the “lower class”
We frequently heard spontaneous references to the “lower class,” a fourth
class category that we, the researchers, had not considered. “I am not
lower class,” was said by multiple interviewees in an attempt to distinguish
between those perceived to be ‘lower down’ on the ladder, characterised by
unemployment and benefits. “I think lower class to me would be someone
who is unemployed, someone that may be ridiculously struggling...But
when I think lower class, I’d assume they were on benefits”[26, woman,
mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook]. Another participant said,

“I definitely think socially they [people on benefits]
would be ranked a little bit lower. Because you hear
about those that deliberately take advantage of the
system as well. It depends on you and your personality.
Would you be doing what you can to try to find
employment, or would you just become reliant on the
benefits and try to just live a lazy life? Working hard,
doing everything one can to improves one’s
circumstances is what distinguishes a
working class person from lower class”
[39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker].
Another participant told us,

“People on benefits shouldn’t be classed as
‘working class’ as it says ‘WORKING’ and they are not”
[36, man, White British, telecoms engineer].
We heard such statements even from those who had experienced periods
of unemployment due to the pandemic. There is a strong feeling that “some
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people like not to work and love their life just the way it is” [41, woman,
White British, fitness instructor]. ‘Lower class’ is stigmatising a very small
group of people and some interviewees appeared to project the stigma
onto any group perceived to be able to work but have chosen not to.

“If I’m going out to work and doing 40 hours a week,
and I’m paying through the nose in tax for them to sit
at home on the sofa and get my money… It seems like,
for a lot of people, it’s far too easy. Even the people
that are perfectly able to work, and they just seem to
get an awful lot handed out to them, which is annoying
when you live a couple of streets away from people that
have got the exact same as you, except you’re working
your butt off for it. And they’re just getting it handed to
them. Obviously, there’s people that can’t work and
I completely understand the people that can’t work.
But then you’re seeing perfectly able people – they
pay you too much not to work.”
[41, woman, White British, fitness instructor].
There is also a dynamic of race and nationality to the conception of the
“lower class”. A few interviewees made frequent references to recent immigrants, particularly Eastern European communities: “It’s mainly European,
Eastern Europeans that are up there at the minute and I noticed, it sounds
horrible, but if we’re going to call it class maybe a lower class as it were”
[46, man, White British, labourer]. Whereas another participant talked about
the “lower class” being more racist: “I’d probably say the more lower-class
people have more problems with it [racism] because people that might
have just entered the country probably will get put into council homes and
it can cause problems and things like that can’t it? People get jealous of
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people that are getting benefits, they might have been here all their life and
worked all their life and then people are coming in and having benefits and
things like that. Obviously, some people are coming from horrible countries
where they have had to escape and things haven’t they? You can’t judge a
person for that” [25, woman, White British, sales admin].
The “lower class” is the term our participants used, but over the years
public discourse has developed a number of phrases to refer to those at the
bottom of social hierarchies; ‘sink-estates’, ‘chavs’,23 ‘the poor and needy’24
and the ‘underclass’. Wendy Boterro writes such language is often dismissive and contemptuous, and based on assumptions of deserved disadvantage: that “the people at the bottom of social hierarchies must always
contend with the potential social stigma of the position, and are often
blamed for it”.25 A good example of elites blaming working class people is
when the Conservative MP for Ashfield in Nottinghamshire, Lee Anderson
blamed foodbank usage on people’s lack of cooking and budgeting skills, “I
think you’ll see first-hand that there’s not this massive use for food banks
in this country. You’ve got generation after generation who cannot cook
properly. They can’t cook a meal from scratch. They cannot budget.” 26 The
low social position often carries with it connotations of inferiority; that
an inherent deficiency is the cause of one’s circumstances. However, as
Botterro explains, advocates who instead emphasise the honest and hardworking nature to convey working class respectability in the minds of the
audience “it is often with contrast to a shadow group – the disreputable,
feckless and spendthrift, undeserving poor.” 27

Not receiving benefits appeared to be a source of pride
Despite ‘benefits’ including disability allowance, child allowance, carers
allowance, tax credits and top ups for those in work who are paid too little,
across the board participants seemed to be talking exclusively about
unemployment benefit. Although some interviewees noted that benefits
are crucial “for those going through really bad times” [50, woman, Pakistani,
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currently unemployed] or in “desperate need.” It was also common to hear
interviewees state that they had never needed benefits and it was a point
of pride for some: “I’m very proud that I have never claim any sort of benefit.
No offence to whoever claims benefits” [43, man, Indian, taxi driver].
We heard how interviewees would be willing to take multiple/any jobs,
borrow money from family, friends, or even get into debt with payday loans
before signing on. Such sentiments reveal a level of shame that persists in
receiving benefits or being unemployed. As one participant said,
“There’s a certain pride that you don’t really want to do that [claim
benefits] ... I don’t know where it comes from, it probably comes from
people around you and your family and what they do, a comparison in some
ways to them and to your friends. You don’t want to be the person within
your group that – it’s wrong to say – but to be seen as living on benefits.
There’s bit of a stigma” [39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker]
Yet, in our nationally representative survey, we found that 76% of working
class people believe that most people who claim benefits are struggling
to get by and that our benefits system must prioritise helping people who
need it, even if that means a small number of people can claim benefits
incorrectly. Only 16% of working-class people believe that most people who
claim benefits will try to scam the system and that our welfare system must
prioritise weeding out fraud even if that means some families and children
go without the support they need. We found a statistically significant
difference between working and middle-class attitudes with a 10% point
difference. 66% of middle-class people believe that most people who claim
benefits are struggling to get by.

Confusion as to whether those undertaking
unpaid care work are working class
Another consequence of working-class identity being
strongly, and at times exclusively, associated with work
is that it also excludes those who are not in formal paid
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employment. When it came to those doing unpaid care work, there was
confusion and disagreement amongst our participants over whether they
were working class as they are seen as not ‘technically’ working. However,
the women carers in our focus groups clearly stated that care work is work.
Two participants said:

“I’ve always worked since the age of 15, and before
having my baby, I was in the mindset of “I’ll go back to
work full time as soon as possible.” But I’m at the end
of the nine months maternity leave. Now, I’m a mum I
realise that this is hard work in itself”
[27, woman, White British, on maternity leave].

“Absolutely as caring for anyone else can be a
full time or 24-hour job, especially if those
people have mental or physical concerns”
[51, woman, White British, cares for mother].
Although many participants were unsure whether unpaid-care workers fall
under the ‘working class’ umbrella, in our survey we found strong support
amongst working class people (75%) that unpaid care work (such as looking
after loved ones, children and neighbours) should be considered work and
valued accordingly.*** One participant articulated an inclusive definition
of work: “for me, hard work is about putting effort and pride into what you
do, it’s what builds and sustains situations, this can be employment or any
other aspect of your life” [38, man, Indian, project manager].

*** A statistically significant difference between working and middle class attitudes.
Where 75% of working class people believe unpaid care work should be valued as work,
this drops to 65% of middle-class people.
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Difficulty in distinguishing the middle class
from the working class
Many respondents found it hard to pinpoint the
distinction between working and middle class, and
some noted how the distinction was clearer in the past, “back in the earlier
days, the middle-class person was the employer or manager” [53, man,
Black Caribbean, plumber]. Some found it hard to distinguish the two, one
said they are just the ‘middle of the road’, ‘the norm’ [44, man, White British,
trade counter manager], and another said, ‘middle class is the working
class people. I just see it as another word for middle class” [26, woman,
mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook].
Although middle class people are seen as working for their money, for the
most part, they are seen as occupying a higher social position i.e., “the
owner of a business or the actual manager, and he’s got people working
under him” [53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber] and “I would say that’s the
middle ground because you’re above people and you’re looking after people
and you’re employing them, so to me that gives you more of a status” [44,
man, White British, trade counter manager]. The middle class are also seen
as in occupations in which there is progression over time to “step up the
ladder” whereas working class people find themselves stuck.
In terms of wealth and income, the middle class are seen as “fairly wealthy,
a detached house and nice car” [44, man, White British, trade counter
manager], they are seen as having “surplus money” [50, woman, Pakistani,
currently unemployed], in that they “have money left over at the end of the
month,” [26, woman, mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook] and that
makes them “comfortable in their own bubble” [20, man, Black Caribbean,
admin]. A few participants talked about the fact that what is ‘normal’ for a
middle class person, such as going on holidays, going out and eating out, is
a luxury for many working class people.

Although our sample is too small to make generalisations about working
class ethnic groups, it is worth noting that only white participants regarded
the middle class as having a desirable aesthetic, “I suppose it’s about
how people keep their houses. You usually notice when people’s houses
are presented nicely and people have got nicer cars on their drive, they’ve
got a nicer garden. People will wave at you on the street and say hello. We
often walk our dogs and people are always really quite friendly, asking how
your day is, things like that” [25, woman, White British, sales admin]. Others
talked about how they dress well in a “suit and tie” [46, man, White British,
labourer], or the cars they drive.
Lastly, a couple of participants talked about differences in politics: “Oh
well with this government it’s more upper class isn’t it? They’re not looking
towards the working class.... But then when you look at it as a whole, the
government they are more upper class or middle class. Whereas Labour
used to focus on the working class – their needs and everything were very
important to them” [50, woman, Pakistani, currently unemployed]. While
another participant said, “It’s like, you get the Conservative or you get
Labour. When you think of the Conservative people, you think they are the
ones with all of the money. When you think of Labour, Labour has always
been Labour. Those are the working class because that’s what Labour is
all about. You’d find the majority of the working class people will vote for
Labour rather than Conservative because of the way they are.” [55, woman,
Black Caribbean, admin]. In our survey we found that 51% of working class
people believe that the Labour Party is the party that best represents
the interests of the working class, compared to 17% who believe the
Conservatives do and 31% who were not sure.****

**** Please note that participants were only presented with the options between the two
largest political parties in the UK.
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Rigged system or meritocracy?

that people are “pigeon-holed” [38, man, Polish, engineering storeman] by
their class, feeling trapped or stuck. In part, this is because participants
experienced and perceived an acute lack of the education and employment
opportunities that would allow them to climb the ladder, especially in their
local areas.

Social class is understood like a ladder that one
can climb
The idea that merit is rewarded in our society has been a
central part of the political consensus for decades. Likewise,
many participants believed to varying degrees that we live
in a meritocracy, that social class is like a ladder, which
one can climb, through hard work, drive and ambition. For example, one
participant said, “with the right mindset, you can achieve anything, and
this has been shown many times no matter where you are from” [25, man,
White British” and “you just have to set goals... you can achieve them, it
just takes time, but only if you have the ambition” [48, man, white British].
Almost all appeared to believe that education and employment opportunities are seen as the primary (if not only) vehicle for working-class people
to progress. At the same time, participants agreed that although social
mobility is possible, it is “rare” and “the route is much longer and more
difficult” [34, man, British Bangladeshi, business development manager] for
working class people.

Class is understood as a system of ranking

People of colour perceive race as affecting class status
Most of our participants (but not all), across race, were to some degree
implicitly or explicitly aware of the structural disadvantage of racism – that
your race and nationality can negatively impact your social class status,
even within a class category. For example, one participant said, “if you are
a person of colour and of a low class, you are very low in the hierarchy”
[43,man, Indian, taxi driver]. Interviewees talked about the different race
and class hierarchies within Asian communities and a few from different
ethnic backgrounds identified Eastern European and recent migrants as
part of the “lower class” regardless of their class status before moving.
Some viewed the interplay of race and class continue through to the middle
classes. For example, one participant said, “even as you rise classes,
although your race is seen as less of a barrier, you would still be looked
down upon by white British middle classes” [27, woman, Black African,
nursing student].

On the other hand, participants also talked of class as “a system of ranking
people”. Importantly, your “place” within the rank determines your status
relative to others, whether you are above or below. Participants seemed to
be wary that one’s class position meant more than a description of income
and wealth, but indicative of a person’s moral standing and respectability
– many felt judged by those perceived to be middle and upper class. Even
though, as we have seen earlier in the report, many participants expressed
judgement towards those they perceived to be in a lower position in the
hierarchy. Respondents also talked about class as a bounded hierarchy,
implying a sense of containment within your category. Some expressed

People of colour are seen as held back from ‘good’ jobs due to
systemic racial prejudice and discrimination
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When asked about how one’s race and/or nationality may affect their class,
the interviewees of colour were often reluctant to narrate their own lives
on these terms, especially in a negative way. There appeared to be strong
evidence of race and gender further compounding the disadvantage of
being working class. We heard countless examples of racial discrimination
from interviewees of colour, from employers discarding applications from
“foreign-sounding” names, employers “who only hire white people” [43,
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man, Indian, taxi driver] to people being continuously overlooked for opportunities and promotions. The experience of our interviewees is reflected in
the McGregor-Smith Review, which concluded that “discrimination featured
prominently as an obstacle faced by ethnic minority communities in
accessing the labour market.”28 Specifically, many talked about seeing their
white colleagues with demonstrably less experience chosen for promotions
and opportunities over them. A TUC survey also found that workers are also
more likely to say that they have been unfairly overlooked for a pay rise
(29%) or a promotion (28%) than white workers (22% and 21% respectively).
It is well documented that applicants with “foreign-sounding names” have
to submit on average 80% more applications to receive a positive response
from an employer than those perceived to be that of a white Briton. Such
was the case for one of our interviewees:

“I applied for loads and loads of jobs, and me and
my friend who is white applied for similar jobs.
She would get a call back, and I wouldn’t, even though
I had more experience than she did. So, the only thing
I could put it down to was my name, when they looked
at the name of the person applying for the job”
[27, woman, Black African, nursing student].
Such evidence converges with our survey finding
that the majority (58%) of working class people
believe that people of colour (including Black, Asian
and minority ethnic people) face greater barriers
to economic success than white people. This rises
significantly for Black working class people to 77%
and 74% for Asian working class people. In our survey, some white participants acknowledged that “being white is probably easier,” while others
believed racism to have improved, and one was steadfast in that one’s skin
colour made no difference to their class experience, “ I am not having that;
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I think it’s a card that gets played way too often, I really do. I am sorry but I
am not having that. There are more people of my background who I can go
through now around here who are suffering worse than what someone who
has come straight in from Iran or Iraq and is chucked into Wolverhampton in
a house and could get a lot more than what some people do who are living
here who are probably entitled to it” [44, man, White British, trade counter
manager].

Women are seen as held back due to systemic sexist labour
market design
We heard from ethnically diverse working-class women who experienced
being overlooked and undervalued at work compared to their male and
white counterparts, and others talked about the gender pay gap. Many
– especially women of colour – expressed that they were passed up promotions multiple times compared to white and male colleagues. Additionally,
many talked about how employment and education opportunities are often
incompatible with the unpaid care work they are responsible for given the
extreme cost of paid care. One participant said:

“I feel like the working class, they’re not appreciated,
the circumstances they are in... there should be
opportunities given to these adults to get into
education at a later stage of their life? But it’s quite
difficult to do that with families and childcare”
[39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker].
Consequently, a few of our women interviewees spoke about having to turn
down extra wages, better jobs with inflexible work schedules and having to
stop working altogether. One young single parent talked about her struggle
which childcare:
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“Childcare is ridiculously expensive, it’s just gone up
so much, it’s ridiculously expensive. And obviously I’ve
had to weigh up my options between working
part-time and working full-time. And for my
mental health and things like that, I did want to
go back to work full-time, but when I’ve worked it
all out, how much I’d have to pay for my son’s
childcare, I’d be worse off, I’d literally be
worse off. It’s crazy, it makes no sense”
[26, woman, mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook].
The latest CLASS and Autonomy report found that nearly half of working
mums are thinking of leaving jobs because childcare is too expensive.29
Things are getting worse for childcare workers too – insecure work and
lower pay (yet the government has refused a review of childcare). One
woman talked about her concerns at the prospect of having children as
it would mean she is financially dependent on her partner (a man) who
may not have “spare money to give you when you are off [work] having the
baby... after maternity pay you are on your own and expected to live off your
partner’s extra money” [25, woman, White British, sales admin].
Interestingly, none of the men in our interviews or focus groups commented
on the impact of gender on one’s life chances, despite being prompted
multiple times. Other research looking at global inequality perceptions
across multiple countries also found that women were considerably more
likely than men to think that being a woman will give fewer opportunities in
life (42 percent versus 34 percent).30
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Belief in a rigged system
Our survey also found that approximately 7 in 10
working class people believe that working-class
struggles are due to the system being rigged against
them rather than a lack of effort or initiative. The same
proportion believe that wealthy people are wealthy
because they are given more opportunities and not
because they worked harder or are more talented. This supports previous
findings that most British people think the economy is stacked in favour of
the wealthy.31
Along with an awareness that one’s race, ethnicity and gender can limit
their life chances, we also found a strong sense amongst participants that
the system is rigged in favour of the upper classes who inherit wealth and
positions “which keeps the money flowing in like a tap” [38, man, Indian,
project manager] and “they are handed opportunities which propel them
to a better position that don’t require them to work harder” [24, woman,
Indian, graduate scheme]. There was a prevalent perception amongst our
participants that life is quite different for those on the other end of the
ladder. The upper and middle classes are perceived to have had opportunities handed to them that significantly impact upwards social mobility:
‘it is easier for people who have a better start and are from money, they
have more access to education and opportunities” [36, woman, White
British, part-time health support worker]. Further into discussions on class
mobility, one participant expressed a sense of fatalism about being able to
‘climb the class ladder’, she noted that: “there is no chance of you reaching
into the middle-class category; your outgoings will never stop. They will
increase, and yet your income will stay the same” [34, woman, Indian, office
assistant at a primary school]. For example, when asked “What comes to
mind when you think of “working class”, participants responded:
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“I would say injustice in some ways because there’s
a lack of opportunities. Whether that’s because of
your own personal circumstances, whether you’ve left
education too late and there is no opportunities for
education or opportunity to redeem yourself in
terms of developing your career.”
[26, man, Indian, primary school teacher].

“You’re in a cycle that doesn’t seem to improve much.
So you’re stuck, even though you want to make those
improvements yourself, but there really isn’t much out
there to help you to improve. I guess it’s quite difficult,
opportunities are rare and if there are opportunities
there’s a lot of barriers”
[39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker].
Although there was a sense that the system is rigged in favour of the
wealthy, participants generally found it hard to offer any insight into the
reasons why wealth and power shape outcomes other than vague references to education and employment opportunities. This is unsurprising,
considering the severe lack of economic and political literacy in the UK.
Previous research has found that only around a third of British people feel
comfortable engaging with economics,32 only 17% think they have a good
understanding of how big businesses work,33 and most could not accurately
define key economic concepts.34 Similarly, we found that only a third of
respondents said they knew exactly what ‘working class’ means, and in our
qualitative research, the connection between class, power, and wealth is at
best latent.35
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Squaring meritocracy and a rigged
system?
According to most of our interviewees, if class
is a societal ladder where the goal is to climb
up, then being working class puts you near
the bottom of the ladder with a significant
journey ahead. Racism and sexism is commonly
perceived as presenting additional obstacles that hinder people’s ability
to move up. But if people accept all these things to be true, why then do
so many agree that hard work can achieve anything? The answer to this
question is a complicated one.
First, it’s a truism of public attitudes research that people often hold
contradictory opinions about the same issue at the same time – so it is
perfectly plausible that people think that hard work can achieve anything
and that the system is rigged in favour of certain groups of people. But it’s
also important to remember that people see political and social issues
through emotional and moral prisms, not factual ones. “Facts matter enormously, but to be meaningful they must be framed in terms of their moral
importance,” says the cognitive linguist, George Lakoff.36 When people
think of hard work, they think of it in moral terms – that hard work is its own
reward because it is morally good.
There is another reason why the belief in meritocracy is so strong. As one
participant in Cardiff said during a discussion about whether upwards
social mobility is possible: “you’d need to graft a lot unless you are really
lucky or ruthless. It’s a lot harder, but I really hope so” [38, man, Polish,
engineering storeman]. ‘Hope’ is the keyword. Despite awareness of a
system rigged further compounded by racism and sexism, we all hope that
we can better our situations for our families and communities. For many
persevering and struggling to make ends meet, there must be something
greater than just survival on the other side.
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While a meritocratic frame of thinking provides hope and a source of
optimism for many, it also creates a divisive society of winners and losers.
Where we direct praise towards the individual that succeeds, framing the
unfair advantage presented by race, class and gender as the talent and
hard work of the ‘successful’. Meanwhile the meritocracy narrative says
the ‘losers’ have no one to blame but themselves, often justifying severe
inequalities and injustice by attributing them to a lack of initiative and
drive. For those who work hard and still lose, someone else must be at
fault, not the system itself. Inevitably, leads to the familiar scapegoating of
unemployed people in receipt of benefits, families struggling to make ends
meet, newcomers and Black and brown people.
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CHAPTER 3: WORKING-CLASS LIFE TODAY
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Precarity

In the next chapter we explore the realities of contemporary
working-class life, building on the CLASS and Runnymede
Trust 2019 report, We Are Ghosts.37 The research found that
working-class Londoners from seemingly disparate groups in
fact share a significant overlap in everyday experiences.
The shared experience of being working class is characterised by the 4P
framework – the experience of precarity, prejudice, place and power. We
also found these four themes to emerge strongly, albeit manifesting differently, throughout the stories and insights we heard from our participants.
Hence, we present the findings through the 4P framework, taking a look
at each in turn. Although there is far more listening and comprehension
to be done, we combine the findings of our research and that of others, in
the hope to advance a practical understanding of an intersectional class
analysis rooted in people’s everyday experiences. Done so in such a way,
we hope, that incorporates the range of experiences while highlighting the
shared experiences and mutual interests.
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It is important to note that participants did not readily list off examples
of working-class and intersectional experiences, rather, they talked
organically about their lives, worries and challenges through which we – as
analysts – identified the four underlying themes.
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Precarity at the core of working-class life
The fundamental core of working-class life is the experience of precarity.
Grounded in our findings, we found precarity to be characterised as the
lack of security and safety, both economically and physically. We found
precarity across the labour market to the welfare state. In each, access
to the basics required for a good life were inconsistent, unstable and
too often required huge effort, resilience and flexibility to keep a careful
balance away from the edge. Although not exhaustive, we find precarity to
be both caused by and a symptom of an out-of-balance labour market, an
eroded social safety net, and extreme wealth.
When we asked what experiences working-class people share across race,
people talked about ‘trying to pay the bills,’ ‘no childcare’, ‘stressing about
being able to afford any sudden thing e.g., if the boiler breaks or the car
breaks down’, ‘living on a low income,’ ‘trying to make ends meet’, ‘travel
expenses,’ and ‘not being able to put your hand in your pocket and buy
what you want, and sometimes going without, so that our children can
have” [59, woman, White British, housekeeper]. Participants noted that
this experience wasn’t shared by middle class people, for example, one
interviewee noted that “people with money buy themselves out of all kinds
of situations. The pandemic crippled a lot of people with no money” [Jazzi].
Similarly, another participant noted that “while middle class people were
buying loads of food from the shops [during the pandemic] many working
class people couldn’t and then there was nothing left for them”[details].

Insecurity at work = insecure life

[46, man, White British, labourer].
Losing employment or hours of paid work means that life quickly becomes
unaffordable – “I’m employed, but if, for whatever reason, I lost my job, then
that would be a massive worry. That would impact on a lot of things, and
especially with the benefits, I don’t think the benefits are that great for
people to survive on, so yes, that is something that really does worry me”
[39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker]. A reasonable worry
when the UK’s increase in unemployment at the time of the interview was
above the OECD and EU 27 averages.38 We heard from another participant
how she had to continue to work over Christmas while ill with covid as
statutory sick pay is insufficient to make ends meet, “I had no other option
really because otherwise how else am I paying my bills?” [25, woman, White
British, sales admin].
It is important to note that these interviews were conducted in Spring
2021; a year later, the cost of living is increasing faster than at any point in
recent history. This means that up and down the country, clothes are more
expensive, fuel bills are rising, and the cost of the weekly shop is increasing.
According to the New Economics Foundation, 23.4 million people will have
been unable to afford the cost of living this spring.39

Insecurity is experienced most clearly in the labour market;
most of our interviewees were employed, yet many were
struggling to make ends meet due to wages being too low and
the cost of living so high and rising (food, rent, fuel, transport,
care). For most, daily life is characterised by making money
stretch and often relying on informal financial networks:

CLASS

“Obviously, you have to cut back, and we have cut back.
Things like the Sky bill, we don’t have Sky Sports, we
don’t have Sky Movies anymore. We don’t drink that
much, but we used to have a few beers in the fridge,
we don’t anymore…we needed to sort the car out only
a couple of months ago. We got the bill and it was
about £350, and we just didn’t have that to hand.
So I borrowed it from my dad, and we’re paying him
back...I’m very, very fortunate like that, that my family,
we help each other out like that”
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Insecure work is the norm for working class people

Living without a reliable social safety net

The experiences of our 50 participants are shared across millions of working
people. Insecure work is on the rise while simple unemployment has fallen
across industries since 2005. A recent analysis by CLASS and Autonomy
shows that insecurity has increased in almost every industry, in every region,
age group, and disproportionately impacts working-class ethnic minorities
and women.***** The study finds a huge increase of 200% in insecurity in
typical working-class jobs (i.e., elementary occupations) compared to
middle-class jobs such as managers and senior officials, with low wages
being by far the biggest factor contributing to a person’s insecurity. This rises
to a staggering 730% in the hospitality sector.

The We Are Ghosts study found that the insecurity of work (i.e., unreliable
and insufficient pay) was profoundly exacerbated by public spending cuts
that have largely eroded the safety net of welfare and good public service
provision.40 The lack of state provision in the absence of financial safety,
institutional support and informal networks particularly affected those in
times of transition, ill health and crisis, compared to more affluent peers.41
Similarly, across Wales and the North of England, we heard from almost
every participant a feeling of being unsafe and living with the anxiety of not
being able to get help regarding the basic necessities of healthcare, welfare,
childcare or staying free from physical harm. It was commonplace for
participants to recall difficulties with seeing a doctor or a dentist or getting
adequate care for loved ones. Take for example one participant who said,
“my daughter was here yesterday and she said to me ‘I’ve found a lump under
my armpit’. So she rang the doctor, she made 22 calls to the surgery...There’s
never an appointment available, or they say ‘ring back at 3 o’clock and you
ring back at 3 o’clock and then they’ll either not answer the phone or say to
you ‘all the appointments have gone’” [49, woman, Indian, full-time carer.]

Insecure work affects working-class people of colour and women
the most

Many are worried about the well-being of their children, one participant
said, “ what I worry about all the time is that my kids are safe” [49, woman,
Indian, full-time carer]. Many fear being robbed, burgled or having their
home vandalised, from one young woman we heard, “I worry at night about
being broken into, that’s one thing that always worries me. And I’m always
wondering about my grandparents as well, they’re getting older now and
that sort of thing worries me” [25, woman, White British, sales admin]. This
sense of precarity extends beyond the present moment and what it means
for the future, their children and grandchildren: “I worry about the future, I
want him to have a better future” [43, man, Indian, Taxi Driver].

Insecurity has not increased across the board equally.
On average, ethnic minorities have seen an increase of
105% since 2005 compared to a 32% increase amongst
white Britons, part of this is because ethnic minorities
are more likely to be working class than the white
British population. Ethnic minority people are also more
likely to be living in metropolitan areas where the rent
and unemployment rate is higher than the UK average.

***** The index takes into consideration the following: unemployment, temporary
contracts, part-time workers who wish to full-time, underemployment, unstable weekly
pay packets, lower than the real living wage pay, zero-hour contracts, freelance work and
importantly housing tenure (Gebrial & Bettington, 2022).
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Housing is a financial strain
Our 2019 We Are Ghosts report, which focused on West
London, found that the precarity of housing was a particularly recurring
theme that had knock-on effects for interviewees, who without a stable
and affordable home and/or permanent address found it more difficult
to access local services, and to develop and tap into formal and informal
networks of personal support.42 As the Insecure Work report finds, renting
reduces on average half of a worker’s pay packet.****** Housing is of course a
particularly acute problem for both working and lower-middle-class people.
The average UK monthly rent has now reached over £1000 (that is an 8.6%
rise in the last quarter of 2021); £2000 in London43; and the cost of buying the
average UK home is £276,759 in January – £24,500 higher than a year earlier,
according to recent figures from Halifax.44 Typically, unaffordable housing is
associated with London but we see rising prices across the UK. For example,
in 2021, house prices in Wales rose more than any other nation or region of
the UK at 14% and Taunton in Somerset topped the UK “hotspots” list overall
price rises went up 21.8%.45 One young participant in Cardiff said:

“obviously the way the housing market is right now it’s
hard for anyone to buy a new house let alone get a new
council house or something else. Even for myself, unless
I find someone to jump on a mortgage with me, it’s not
likely that I will ever be able to buy a house”
[27, man, Indian, taxi driver].
Over the past year, rent has risen in every region of the UK, the
highest being in London, where a new study has found that
only the top 25% of earners in London can comfortably afford
their rent.46 The greed of landlords, the sale of social housing
since the 1980s and the process of gentrification has left many working-class
Londoners, especially people of colour, pushed out of their local communities,
disrupting families, livelihoods and community networks and over-time seeing
a demographic shift to more whiter and middle-class people in the neighbourhood. As one participant from the London study said:

“it’s only a matter of time, we’re the last generation
here. If you’re on the bottom of the ladder, you
can’t even afford to live in social housing if you’re
on a low-paid job”
[man, 60s, White English, Southwark].

****** To add insult to injury, a new study by Shelter finds that millions of people are living
in homes that make them sick: 1 in 5 people’s health is affected by their housing, including
damp and mould, which affects 26% of all renters; being unable to heat their home (also
affects 26%); constantly struggling to pay rent (21%) and fear of eviction (19%). Moreover,
in a study of private renters, 39% said their housing problems or worries left them feeling
stressed and anxious; and one in five said their housing issues or worries made them
physically sick and had negatively affected their performance at work. Such precarity
affects the working class on very low incomes, which will be stacked upon the soaring fuel
costs, the government decided to cut £20 to Universal Credit. Shelter. (2021). Health of
one in five renters harmed by their home. Shelter England. https://england.shelter.org.uk/
media/press_release/health_of_one_in_five_renters_harmed_by_their_home
CLASS
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Prejudice: navigating social stigma
Covid-19: A Case Study of the Precarity of the working class
We heard from almost all of our interviewees the experience was “tough”,
“extremely hard”, and had affected their mental wellbeing. We heard every
kind of working class experience of the pandemic, from having to work
through illness to supermarket workers working through the night to stock
the shelves and prepare the sudden surge of home deliveries- “it has
basically been working, come home, get some food, sleep... and then it’s
basically back to work” [60, man, Bengali, works part time in ASDA]. Another
noted that it was “business as usual” that nothing changed as he is an
essential worker. One trainee nurse who worked in a covid ward throughout
the pandemic said, “it was stressful, mentally stressful more than anything.
Scary. But you have to get on with it, don’t you? Someone has to do it. I guess,
you could say it’s part of the job, but going in, I didn’t expect to be working
throughout a pandemic” [27, woman, Black African, nursing student].
One participant who works with elderly members of the community saw
many pass away, others talked about being unable to spend time with their
families and grieving alone. All the while, participants got into debt with
rent arrears, council tax, loans, credit cards, and borrowing from friends
and family to make ends meet. Others or their partners lost their jobs,
some still can’t find work, others had to take on new kinds of jobs, others
mentioned if it wasn’t for furlough they would have been evicted. A single
mum couldn’t get new work as there wasn’t any childcare available and
began to cook and sell food from her home, one participant had to retire
earlier, “I was steadily just thinking about slowing down, but because of the
pandemic, it forced my hands to stop things quicker. It was funny, because
I’ve always needed to be up at 6 o’clock and it was strange when you were
still in bed at 9 o’clock, 9:30, and it just seems to get later. 9:30 becomes
10:00, and then, you think to yourself, ‘Well, did I really need to in the first
place? Why couldn’t I have stopped and just enjoyed life sooner?’ [65, man,
White British, retired builder].
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ing-class people have to navigate prejudice
work
gender pay gap
and stigma when interacting with public
services and authorities, which can have
fatal consequences. Every single person
we spoke to mentioned an experience of
prejudice in some form – of others forming
preconceived notions before getting to know them, most often based on
class, race, gender, and nationality- although many were reluctant to share
these experiences at first. Prejudice was often understood solely through
the lens of interpersonal interactions, though even interpersonal prejudices have structural consequences, because it is ultimately human beings
who give out job opportunities, make legal decisions and decide who will
own property, and so on. Therefore, racism, xenophobia and sexism are as
much a working-class problem as low pay and extreme wealth, and in fact,
the two are related. There are structural prejudices behind the fact that
women and people of colour are almost totally locked out of the top tiers
of the international community, which essentially decides how the global
working-class lives.

Prejudice was most prevalent for POC and migrant participants
who talked most frequently about being bullied and shown less respect at
school, by neighbours, employers and colleagues in the workplace, and by
figures of authority. Racism impacted participants financially, emotionally
and socially, in most spheres and stages of life.

Racism is both overt and covert from being spat at and bullied at school
by classmates, racially profiled by the police, and employers “only hiring
white people” to covert forms where white parents take issue with their
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white children playing with children of colour and achievements at work
and school being undervalued. One of the most prevalent experiences
– noted by almost all participants – was how participants of colour were
stared at in predominantly white neighbourhoods or out hiking in rural
England: “myself, when I’ve been into different areas, you just notice people
looking at you. Obviously, they’re probably just looking at you because
they’re curious. I’m assuming they’re looking at you and wondering why
you’re there. I love going on hikes, I go on a lot of hikes in my spare time.
So, I do go to some remote areas within west Yorkshire where you won’t
see many Asians, and you do get people looking. Because obviously it’s a
hobby people have always been friendly, but you still do get people looking
at you and probably wondering why we’re there” [39, woman, Bangladeshi,
part-time support worker].

“I’ve come across police that have been racist and I just
don’t like them at all.I don’t really want to go into detail
but I do feel that they’re quite racist and think they can
do what they want because they think they’ve got the
power. Well they have got the power, haven’t they?”
[26, man, Indian, primary school teacher].

Experiences of racism left some respondents feeling
like they don’t belong and unwelcome in certain parts of
their community, almost always whiter areas. Participants
often located the cause in subtle covert forms of racism.
As one participant explained: “very rarely you will find that
an environment or establishment will be outright prejudiced or racist
against you, but it’s underlying, where they won’t say it straight away, but
there’s ways of making you feel that you’re not right in this place. I think
my children have obviously experienced that” [53, man, Black Caribbean,
plumber]. He went on to say that his children often feel they are the “wrong
face for the wrong place”, while another participant said, “I was born into a
racist working-class area and were made to feel the lowest of the low” [35,
man, Black Caribbean, civil engineer].

Most participants primarily brought up racism from figures of
authority. Although we are not in any position to glean generalised insights

We also frequently heard about experiencing racism in the workplace from
colleagues to clients, “I have had experiences of not being treated as an
equal which caused me to struggle in the workplace and [I] had to work
harder to prove myself. This was soul-destroying and it took me a long
time to overcome. My peers were very cliquey and there was no one else of
colour in the workplace, which caused a lack of understanding e.g. making
racist comments that I might not have enough understanding of my job role
due to my ethnicity which is Indian”[53, woman, Indian, playworker]. The We
Are Ghosts study also found racism and xenophobia intertwine in similar
experiences in the form of micro-aggressions (‘I didn’t know that you were
so well-spoken’), or overt discrimination (‘they didn’t see me as a capable
person’). And as we mentioned in the previous chapter, participants noted
being unfairly passed up for promotions and opportunities and having to
apply for many more jobs than their white counterparts.

There was some sense of systemic and structural racism,

from our interviewees, it is telling that most examples we heard included
a power dynamic between the interviewee and racist person which could
play a decisive role in the latter’s experience i.e., the justice system,

CLASS

teachers under grading or dismissing students, employers withholding
opportunities etc. Many noted experiences of racism from police officers
and were aware that if they were white and middle class they would have
been treated differently: “I don’t think the police would have spoken to me
and my friend that way if we were white, or if we were, say, middle-class”
[27, woman, Black African, nursing student].

i.e., being profiled by the police, or managers discriminating
based on someone’s name/skin colour as not just a one-off
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but an all-too-common experience for people of colour. For example,
young black men between 18-24 are 4 times more likely to be stopped and
searched by police, rising to 19 times more likely in London than the general
population, even though they are less likely to take drugs, commit crimes,
or possess weapons than white Britons.47 As one participant said, “we say
‘Black Lives Matter’, and then somebody will say, ‘All Lives Matter.’ Yes, all
lives do matter, but we’ve also got to recognise that the reason why people
are saying ‘Black Lives Matter’ is because we’re not treated like everybody
else” [53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber]. The same participant said of the
historic nature of racism in Britain when talking about the Sewell report,
“the government need to be honest about it. British society, the 5th richest
country in the world, was based on racist attitudes and racist begottings.”

Black, brown and the majority of white interviewees saw racism
to be an important issue to be tackled. Our survey found that 58% of
working class people believe it is necessary to talk about race and racism,
rising to 77% for working class Black people and 74% for working class
Asian people. It is also worth noting that such a view was not shared by
everyone, 30% of working class people think that continuing to address
race is harmful as talking about it only creates division – twice as many
white people believe this compared to Black and Asian people.******* Some
participants felt that racism and prejudice was mostly a thing of the past
and that “I think this country is probably the best in the world at tackling
racism... We do work very hard to stamp all that out... If you look at it
globally, I think we are the most tolerant, best country in the world” [44,
man, White British, trade counter manager]. Some white participants put
the cause of division between different ethnic communities down to a lack
of willingness to “integrate.”

not born in the UK. Although such phrases are not limited to those born
outside of the UK, people of colour often experience xenophobia – evidence
that politics of migration and belonging is racialised.48 Two participants
who work in public-facing roles throughout the pandemic shared the abuse
they faced in the workplace with seemingly little protection from their
employers. One Romanian participantexplained that she encountered some
elderly people in Asda who said “‘Now it’s Brexit, will you go back home?’ I
said, ‘No.’ This affected me the first time but it is easier now.” [39, woman,
Romanian, part time Homeshopper Picker]. People would assume she could
not understand things on the basis of her different nationality, noting that,
“some of them [customers] are very concerned about where you’re from,
and that you speak differently, but some of them don’t care”. Another
participant went on to talk about his experience of being a taxi driver:

“I see the real faces of the people. When they’re drunk
they are different people. They just don’t like you, they
don’t like your face or something. Most of the people
ask, ‘Where are you from?’ And some people ask in a
nicer way, some people a horrible way. I’m not ashamed
to say I’m from India, I just say, ‘I’m from India.’ Some
people just are, ‘Okay, India’s a nice country and hot and
stuff like that.’ And some people just turn completely
different, ‘Oh, you’re from India, what are you doing
here? You shouldn’t be here”
[43, man, Indian, taxi driver].
The participant went on talk about the emotional impact: “I feel really
unwelcome when someone says it like that” and the knock-on effects
of such abuse: “if you are abused in the street then you bring that whole

******* Not all of our samples of working class ethnic minorities were larger enough to
run statistical analyses.
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‘Go back home’ is a phrase familiar to some of our interviewees who were
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stress to your home and then you fight with or argue with your wife or get in
a bad mood with your children, that’s where things start going wrong.”
As all participants had been settled in the UK for at least five years, no one
was having to deal with the racism, classism and xenophobia inherent in
Britain’s immigration system. For many working class migrants, their class
experiences are compounded by the “hostile environment” migration
policies that effectively turn doctors, teachers and public officials into
immigration enforcement.49 Moreover, for many working class migrants and
people without UK citizenship, the cost of living crisis is further compounded
by the cost of healthcare, renewing and applying for visas.50 In the We Are
Ghosts report, alongside their experience of class marginalisation, certain
interviewees mentioned how their migration status held them back in life:

“Once they just see my surname, [estate agents] ask
‘OK, so what status do you have? Are you British?’
And automatically, the house we’ve asked for, that’s
been advertised, [they say] ‘No … this wouldn’t be
your price range’, and so we kind of hesitate
when we’re looking for houses to tell landlords
our true backgrounds. It’s mainly accommodation
and housing that we’ve suffered from.”
[20s, Black African, Barking and Dagenham].

Classism is not often talked about as a form of
prejudice, but our participants were keenly aware
of being judged by those in wealthier classes.

and upper-class people as less than. One participant said “people with
money think they are above the rest and can be judgemental or look down
on you” [27, woman, White and Black Caribbean, part time residential carer]
while another participant revealed, “I think sometimes the people who are
up there, they tend to look down a bit on the working class” [55, woman,
Black Caribbean, admin]. Almost everyone talked about the perception
of being ‘looked down upon’ – that being working class puts one in lower
stead, a lower moral category, and expressed using imagery of inferiority
and hierarchy. Another participant said, “people in the more expensive
houses on one side of the village look down on the poorer council-owned
side” [36, man, White British, telecoms engineer].
We also heard the same form of prejudice from our interviewees towards
those perceived to be lower down in the social hierarchy i.e. those in social
housing or perceived to be unemployed (the ‘lower class’) often deeming
this group as lazy or irresponsible and making assumptions based on
people’s migration status.
Like race and gender, studies show that class prejudice manifests in the
labour market. The class pay gap (nearly 16% pay difference between
working and middle class employees performing similar roles) and the class
ceiling is well documented – that is, people from middle class backgrounds
are more likely to reach and progress in middle-class roles than people
from working-class backgrounds.51 Research finds that professions such
as medicine, law, journalism, academia and management consultancy
remain dominated by the privileged; for instance, only 6% of the workforce
in professions such as medicine, journalism and law are working class, even
fewer are working class people of colour and women – industries which
profoundly shape our lives.52

All of our participants talked about class-based prejudice, including being
treated badly by the police or figures of authority, and many talked about
a stigma associated with being working-class and being judged by middle
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Place: neglected and fractured
communities
Across the board, working-class people
felt a lack of space and belonging in
their local communities. At the top of the list of concerns – as we have
already seen – were unaffordable rents and house prices, struggling with
mortgage payments and being priced out of their communities. This was
particularly prominent in the London study. Although displacement was
not raised by our interviewees, gentrification was a notable phenomenon
in London in the 2010s and had a significant impact on the displacement
of working-class people, especially Black and ethnic minority (BME) working-class residents in the capital.53 As the recent CLASS and Runnymede
report Pushed to the Margins found, long-term residents are priced out of
their local community, while white and middle-class families move in.54 In
addition, for working-class people across race, and especially for people
of colour in overwhelmingly white areas, the classist and racist attitudes
result in people feeling unwelcome and uncomfortable in their wider
neighbourhood – a further reduction of place and space.

For our participants, the pandemic has highlighted the need for
shared spaces, for people to live and be together for free. Participants
talked about how access to community spaces is important “to not feel
alone and not feel so scared and stuff” [26, woman, mixed race [Black
Caribbean), part-time cook]. Interviewees spoke with urgency about the
community and youth centres and pubs that have been shut down, parks
which have been neglected and overpriced leisure centres, “you either have
to pay a pretty expensive amount or it’s a very sub-par facility to go to and
it’s just one of those places you end up just settling for rather than wanting
to go to” [60, man, Bengali, part time worker for ASDA]. Many spoke about the
importance of outdoor green spaces for their mental health and wellbeing,
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“For my mental health, for this lockdown, because
I’m able to go for walks and things like that to clear my
head, that has really been good for me personally.
Early mornings sometimes, depending on how I’m
working, I can go out and you can see the squirrels
and you can see the dog walkers out and things
like that. You’re not thinking about anything and I go
for an hour, an hour and a half and what not”
[55, woman, Black Caribbean, admin].
One participant who is involved with elderly members of her community
and is trying to bring about a community space said that “there’s quite a
few of my clients who want to go out and talk to other people and they’re
lonely. We’ve got people in their 90s and sometimes I’ll go and visit one of
my clients and she’ll say ‘I haven’t seen anybody since last Thursday’” [49,
woman, Indian, carer]. Overall, from young and old alike, there was a strong
longing for places where conversations could be had, neighbours coincide,
and children could form friendships and play together.

We often heard concerns about the lack of space for young people
and the knock on effect this has on children and young people who
misbehave because they “have nothing to do and nowhere to be” [50,
woman, Pakistani, currently unemployed]. Many parents made a link
between young people and children’s rise in anti-social and damaging
activities and the lack of age-appropriate activities to engage in. One
parent commented on how much has been taken away from working class
young people, “they used to have youth centres, youth clubs and all, but
it’s like with the funding and everything, that’s been drastically reduced.
So where do they go? That is the thing. Obviously they’re going to dabble
in other things. And also if there’s no jobs, they’re going to do the same
again”[39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker].
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The participant went on to say, “I feel like we don’t really have much going
on in the community for people that are young [...] engage in more positive
things rather than maybe hanging around on the street and using their
energy in a positive way”

A wide range of divisions in the community emerged in focus groups
and interviews — white working-class versus white middle class, the lower
class vs the working class, divides of ethnicity and national origin, racist
attitudes rather than differing cultural beliefs, young versus old, Labour
voters versus Conservatives, and Remainers versus Leavers. All were
concerned and expressed dissatisfaction with the level of division and
lack of unity in their communities. Some interviewees made tentative links
between the loss of place in communities and growing divisions. Rather
than actively hostile and tense communities as some in the media like to
portray, there was a prevalent sense of separateness, that “people keep
themselves to themselves” [20, man, Black Caribbean, Admin]. People are
experiencing an increased sense of isolation that exacerbates the separation of people of various ethnicities, races and classes. It is plausible that
the lack of places for people of different races and classes (working and
lower class) to regularly be around each other and get to know each other
leaves communities particularly vulnerable to division.

Class divisions: The prominent divisions were noted between the white
British middle class and working-class, and between the working class and
the ‘lower class’. These divisions were readily identified via the aesthetics
of different neighbourhoods, the bigger houses, cars and whiteness and
described as the ‘nice’ and ‘posh’ parts of town. The ‘rough’ and ‘run down’
areas were often associated with the ‘lower classes,’ perceived as areas
of unemployment and recent migration, including people from the Middle
East and Eastern Europe and Black communities (the latter referenced
by a small number of white participants). For some, there was a sense of
resentment and judgement towards Britons and migrants alike living in
social housing and benefits. As we have seen in the discussion of the ‘lower
class’, even those who didn’t themselves feel resentful perceived it to be
prominent sentiment in the community. Some participants also felt frustrated by the relative poverty reflected in the physical environment.

Division along race and ethnicity: We often heard people confusingly
talk about race dividing people, when what actually seems to be meant is
that racism divides people, as examples of racism were frequently evoked
rather than any differing cultural/racial beliefs:

“You have some people who aren’t as welcoming,
sometimes even dismissive or racist due to someone’s
skin colour, whether that’s within the community and
certain neighbours aren’t as receptive or openly show a
dissatisfaction towards you for no reason or when race
stops people from getting certain opportunities”
[26, man, African, full-time customer service advisor].
Some people of colour also mentioned that due to experiences of racism
that over the course of generations people have learnt to “stick to their
own” i.e. people of the same ethnicity and/or skin colour: “you’ll find that
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the majority of people in my age group, if you’re black, Afro-Caribbean,
you stick in that environment, and if you’re white, working class or middle
class, you stick in that environment, in my age group. I notice in the younger
age groups, though, there’s more social mixing” [53, man, Black Caribbean,
plumber]. Another participant said, “in my community, I think race and
social status are the biggest divisions. You have communities where certain
races or nationalities congregate and build their own communities, and it
is quite hard to permeate” [30, woman, Black Caribbean, currently unemployed]. On the flip side, one person mentioned the process of ‘white flight’
where white people move out of a neighbourhood:

“my own experience when I lived in west London
we were the first Asian family on the street,
gradually as more Asians moved in, the white
community began to move out”
[62, man, Pakistani, check out operator].

Division: innate or created?
Participants appeared to find it difficult to pinpoint the causes of
divisions within their communities, often requiring probing from the
faciliator. Participants rarely spontaneously offered insights into where
they think these divisions arise from. However, the most common theme
amongst participants was to place the cause of division at the level of
the individual and their ignorance, prejudice, lack of education and bad
parenting. One participant said:

“What they learn as a kid is something which they’re just
going to spread on to their children. It’s like a legacy,
unless there’s that one who thinks, hang on this is
not right. If they’ve been taught that from young
then they’re just brainwashed to think like that.
Racism has just been deep rooted, yes”
[20, man, Black Caribbean, admin].

Racism is perceived as learnt and “inherited through the community”
[35, woman, White and Black Caribbean, teaching assistant], which is then
“passed down to the kids.” Overtime “people become very entrenched in
their views, that your worldview is the right one and anyone else is kind of
seen as an enemy” [32, woman, White British, homemaker]. Accordingly,
some participants saw it as the individual’s responsibility to educate themselves: “people should be doing their own research and study into how they
should be thinking rather than being told what they should be thinking” [60,
man, Bengali, part-time worker for ASDA].

Participants spontaneously focused on racism when thinking specifically about the causes of division, and very rarely the prominent division
between the working and (perceived) non-working working class – even
though participants clearly felt divided from those who did not work.
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Without cues or questions, for the most part, people’s understanding and
conception of prejudice was limited to explanations of racism.

Although participants were very aware that individuals can be
ignorant and hold prejudiced attitudes and influence others around
them, throughout the course of the interview some also made
assumptions about other group-based identities. Moreover, the recog-

powerful people who are committing bigger crimes and getting away with
it. Meanwhile, people live in poverty” [51, woman, White British, admin]. One
participant talked about prejudice towards Eastern Europeans, “They are
not doing anything wrong themselves, it is just the perception of the people
they are based on, what people read on the Internet, based on the media
and stuff” [60, man, Bengali UK, part-time worker in Asda].

nition that in its most obvious form, stereotyping and discriminating against
Black and brown people is wrong, for a few participants it seemingly did
not extend to those in receipt of benefits, social housing or recent migrants
perceived to be getting ‘handouts.’ It is also important to remind the reader
that although most people held progressive views on race and racism in
their community, people also often hold contradictory views.

Some participants saw parts of the media and social media as
encouraging division and misinformation, creating an overall sense
that it has become increasingly difficult to tell fact from fiction. A few
participants identified the media’s role in demonising and cultivating
prejudices particularly around migrants and benefits: “the big cause for
everything [division] is the media. It’s how they portray people” [36, woman,
White British, part-time health support worker], “the media is crazy for
that, they’ll talk about immigrants flooding into the country on boats, being
handed houses and benefits” [32, woman, White British, homemaker], and
“highlighting what people on benefits receive” [27, man, Indian, taxi driver].
One participant mentioned he had heard that “poor families spread covid”
[38, man, Polish, engineering storeman] and that “you get a 42inch tv and
an iPhone as soon as you sign on [to claim benefits],” [32, woman, White
British, homemaker]. A youth worker explained “I’ve got young people in
my area out of work who think it’s because immigrants stole their jobs?
Why? Because every ad they see tells them that” [27, man, white and black
Caribbean, police tech development officer]. Another spoke about the
unfair and classist portrayal of people: “the media made some people feel
like scroungers who were on benefits, but then you have these rich and
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The participants displayed distrust of the media, echoing the findings
of the 2018 Framing the Economy report which found that participants
consistently suggested that they do not trust media sources at all.55 The
research found that the distrust is grounded in the idea that the media
have some sort of hidden agenda, whether that is an ideological agenda
or a business agenda (e.g. sensationalist news sells papers).56 Our survey
found that 1 in 4 working class people find the mainstream media very or
completely unfavourable. In our focus groups almost all the people agreed
that “the media tries to turn working class people against each other,
especially when it comes to issues like the benefit system” [30, woman,
Black Caribbean, currently unemployed]. We also heard comments such
as: “the media controls people” and “your TV controls what you think.”
It’s important to note, however, that distrust of media does not mean that
people are immune to its influence. The Framing the Economy study spoke
to several people who said they distrusted all media sources but then gave
arguments that corresponded with popular news frames. We also found
that while our participants were able to identify divisive media tactics,
there was also evidence that these tactics do work: such frames were
often repeated, as personal opinion, in parts of the discussion we heard
things such as: ‘the white working class aspire to less’, that they are ‘more
racist and jealous’ of migrants in receipt of benefits, that white people
are discriminated against because they ‘don’t tick the boxes’, that ‘your
whiteness can be used against you at any point’, ‘I know lots of people of
colour who never complain about racism’, ‘the BBC is overcompensating
for the past but its not white working class peoples fault’ and ‘people who
don’t like the UK should leave.’

There was recognition by some participants that immigrants and
people on benefits are often the ones used as scapegoats by politicians due to their relatively vulnerable position in society: “I mean it’s
such an easy target to hit poor people and immigrants. Who have they got
to stand up for them? They don’t own a paper or anything” [27, man, White/
Black Caribbean, police tech development officer]. Some participants
identified with the targets of the scapegoating, which made one participant
feel “angry and worthless” [51, woman, White British, carer]. Some also
felt the injustice that “you never hear of the wealthy people having the
finger pointed at them” [34, woman, Indian, temporary position as school
administrator]. But again, as we heard from our interviewees, many working
class people also do fall for the blame game, particularly those who are
perceived to be part of the ‘lower class’.

As we have seen here, participants identified both the role of the
individual and the role of the media and political discourse in
causing divisions along race and class lines. However, participants
missed a connection between two: individual prejudicial beliefs of those
who own newspapers, editors, journalists, politicians and policymakers
shape the narrative and public attitudes. It is easy to blame the individual
for prejudicial beliefs but it is important to question where individual
people’s ideas come from. Moreover, the relationship between the media
and politics and individual prejudices is not devoid of class – after all, as we
have seen, very few working class people make it into these industries.

There was some agreement within the focus groups that powerful
people, such as politicians, are a cause of division. Some suggested
that politicians cause division for their own gain “I think they do use the
media to deflect, and by pointing the finger and creating a buzz around
something else they think people will forget what they have done” [26,
man, African, full-time customer service advisor], “political parties gain
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most from division as it pushes their personal agendas” [30, woman,
Black Caribbean, currently unemployed] and “if you divide people it is
probably easier to control them” [38, man, Polish, engineering storeman].
Participants cited examples of things the government might be trying to
cover up; we heard references to the track and trace app, PPE scandals,
illegal contracts, “the majority of contracts Hancock gave out” [62, man,
Pakistani, check out operator], others mentioned the MPs’ expenses
scandal of 2009.
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A lack of power and voice
All of our interviewees felt they had a lack of power
and voice. Participants understood power as the ability
to choose, to take action and to control – and such
power is seen to be held by very few people. From daily life to society at
large, all of our interviewees felt they didn’t have a political voice; at times
throughout the interview the senses of powerlessness felt palpable. They
felt that their interests or values were ignored by decision makers – this
often extended to a wider perception that leaders “don’t listen to people
like us” white, black and brown working class people. Whether in terms of
representation in national debates, or in terms of influence over the public
services that are intended to support them, working-class people lack
representation and voice. The We Are Ghosts research found that this leads
to a sense of alienation, disillusionment and ‘rational disengagement’ from
public authorities which appear to be working against their best interests.57

Our interviewees often cited experiences where they do not have the
power to exercise choice over the conditions of their own life, let alone
the government or the course that society is on. The We Are Ghosts study
found that interviewees shared experiences of indifference and neglect
by public services. From damp, mould and breakages in social housing to
healthcare needs and social provision, interviewees often found themselves ignored and their needs unmet.58 We also found that interviewees
were not able to exercise choice over the basic conditions of their lives. For
example, where they live or what kind of property they live in. Some wanted
to live closer to family members but were unable to afford to, some wanted
to work but couldn’t afford childcare, some wanted to take care of elderly
parents but couldn’t afford to stop working, and young and middle-aged
alike who wanted to pursue careers and dreams but financial pressures
and responsibilities rendered them unable to do so.
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“For a long time within the black community,
older black people didn’t go into care homes, but
that is now changing because of their nursing
and the medical needs. We haven’t got the luxury
to stop working to look after our parents 24/7”
[53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber].

Power is identified in the hands of the elites and
not the working class. For the most part, people
viewed power as something conspiratorial, hidden,
and held by an exclusive society. People with power
were often described as ‘untouchable’, ‘out of sight’ and ‘working behind
the scenes’ – and therefore unaccountable. One participant put it as:
“real power lies with people we will never ever know – they are silent and
they control the government , banks etc”[30, woman, Black Caribbean,
currently unemployed]. People readily identified politicians, business men,
corporations and billionaires as examples of very powerful people. Less
common answers included journalists and newspaper owners, the courts,
lobbyists and tax evaders. Celebrities including footballers and members
of the royal family were seen in a positive light, but there was consensus
that they have substantial influence but not necessarily power. Meanwhile,
most of our participants struggled to see themselves as having the agency
to effect change and struggle to see how change can come from the
ground up: “It has to come from the top to go down. If you’ve got people
with little influence who are at the bottom, that’s where it’s going to stay”
[53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber]. The community is not readily thought
of as being a powerful vehicle of change. Even the examples of voting
in elections or joining a trade union were not spontaneously raised. The
general feeling that community is no longer a resource readily to be drawn
on reveals the extent to which British society (arguably, English society in
particular) has become individualised.
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Participants readily identified the government, the
Prime Minister and politicians as a locus of power. Such
findings are echoed by the Framing the Economy research
which found that despite cynicism about elites, people saw a
role for the government in fixing problems and regulating the
economy.59 Moreover, there is a strong conviction that the government not
only has the power, but the responsibility to enact positive social change:
“government is most responsible, it’s their job, if we let people with money
and power make changes themselves nothing will happen, people can’t
be trusted [31, man, White British, part-time video editor] and that ‘the
government is ultimately responsible for us” [30, woman, Black Caribbean,
currently unemployed]. We heard people say things like – “I think it’s
obvious that people understand the power is with the government. If they
make the right choices with the right morals, we all win, right?” [34, man,
British Bangladeshi, project manager] – suggesting that many identified
top-down roots to change, rather than bottom-up: “ I think individuals have
a part to play but it’s also important on the bigger scale for the government
to lead the way” [26, man, African, customer service advisor] and another
participant said, “there’s only so many communities that can pull together
but if nothing from the government changes then nothing changes” [27,
woman, White British, sales executive on maternity leave].

“I think we can be the most tight knit community o
n Earth, looking out for one another and being good
folk. However if the people in power are just corrupt then
what’s the point? To effect real change so that
communities not only work well together but also have
access to the best social care, schools etc, we need
a government that sees equality as an aim and not
a way of blaming those less fortunate or from
another country as the current government do”

Participants don’t feel represented by politicians. Although politicians
are identified as a primary source of power for positive change in society,
there was an equally strong perception that politicians do not represent
(nor take an interest in) working class people. With some participants
feeling that there is an ‘us vs them’ dynamic between the public and
government: “It almost feels like them and us. When was the last time an
MP went to houses in the community and checked in with the community
knocking doors apart from elections [25, man, white British, actor].” Our
survey found that 60% of Britain’s working-class felt they had little to
no influence in what our government does. Other research finds that
voters in the lowest income group are much more likely to say no party
represents them (24 per cent compared to just 6 per cent in the highest
income group).60 We identified a number of reasons for the loss of trust in
politicians:

— Firstly, politicians were identified as having ulterior interests
that do not overlap with working class people’s interests:
“I believe it, I might not know exactly what’s going on behind closed
doors, but anyone can see that in the government, there are people
more concerned about themselves and will most likely be looking after
themselves” [26, man, African, customer service advisor].

— Secondly, many of those in power are seen out of touch with
reality for normal working-class people and therefore lack
understanding: “we need more working class MPs, they haven’t got a
clue what it’s like to live on a minimum wage let alone on benefits” [59,
woman, White British, housekeeper]. Some participants felt working
class people are not listened to – “the real power is not with us as
they [politicians] never listen to us (sic)” [27, man, Indian, taxi driver].
Another participant said, “when you’re high profile, you may see it but
you don’t get it. They have to listen to the people on the ground and
hear what they have to say and do something about it” [55, woman,
Black Caribbean, admin].

[46, man, White British, finance assistant].
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— Relatedly, there is a strong perception that politicians lack an
incentive to make progressive changes because the current
system serves their interests and reducing inequality goes
against their interest: One participant noted: “the way it is works
too well for people at the top to change it” [32, woman, White British,
homemaker], while another said that “the privileged few won’t give up
their position of power to make society more equal” and “You’ve got to
then think about the people who are at the top who are the decision
makers. Why would they want to change things? What’s in it for them?
If I’m in a privileged position, but by doing what you’re asking me to do,
that’s going to relinquish my privileged position, how is that good for
me?” [53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber].

— Lastly, some participants saw an element of classism and a
sense of superiority in some politicians that they “think themselves
better than others” [53, woman, Indian, playworker]. It was very
common to hear phrases such as “well they seem to be untouchable –
one rule for them another for general public” [27, man, white and black
Caribbean, police tech development officer], “definitely the 1 rule for
us, 1 rule for the people in charge, you got Hancock and Cummings
doing literally whatever they want and being backed by the PM” [59,
woman, White British, housekeeper], and “it seems to be one rule for
the government and one rule for us, when they are the ones that are
supposed to be setting an example!” [27, man, India, taxi driver].

Distrust towards government due to
corruption. The perception that the government

part-time video editor] and the 2009 expenses scandals, “politicians
dodging the taxman and putting expenses through on anything they can to
make the public pay!” [59, woman, White British, housekeeper]. Many felt
politicians make promises before an election which “fall to the wayside
right after” and a couple of participants mentioned they felt they had been
lied to through the Brexit campaign:

“I do talk about Brexit with my friends and sometimes
we clash, about how that happened, why it happened,
and the disaster it has been ever since…. We’ve had
rows about how we were robbed, we were lied to, we
were cheated, and they’ve got away with it….I’m not
going to lie, obviously. I voted leave. I was in two minds,
all the way up until towards the end. I’d heard the
arguments, £350 million a week to the NHS, etc. etc…
But I can’t think of any industry that’s benefited from
it. And you look at the industries that are on the front
line, like fishing, like logistics, and people coming in
from mainland Europe, it’s been horrible for them.
My sister-in-law, she works at the university, and she
talks about how a load of students, they’re just not
coming, or they’re changing their minds because
they don’t know if they’ll get booted out”
[46, man, White British, labourer].

and certain politicians do not represent the
diverse working class nor listen to their voice
appeared to be fuelled by the frequent scandals
of government corruption. Multiple participants cited examples of tax
evasion – “the avoidance of tax has been seen rampantly over the last ten
years, stealing from the needy to feed their greed” [31, man, White British,

As we mentioned previously, a number of interviewees mentioned examples
of misuse of public spending as something which the government tries to
distract the public from. One participant also talked about the latest Sewell
report61 which downplayed the existence of structural racism:
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“We’ve got the age-old problem with the police.
We’ve had the recent report saying that Britain is
not an institutionally racist society. But less than,
what, 20 years ago, we had the Stephen Lawrence
report which said that the Police Federation is an
institutionally racist organisation... I think we need to
be honest, they need to be honest about it.
British society, 5th richest country in the world,
was based on racist attitudes, racist begottings.
So, for the society to say that it isn’t, it’s a lie”
[53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber].
A growing lack of trust in politics is global. In a 2021 study across high and
low-income countries for New York University, corruption was a particularly salient point in qualitative interviews, with multiple interviewees
talking about specific episodes of government corruption and connecting
this with a breakdown in trust of the state.62 This was evident across all
countries studied including high-income countries. A lack of visible change
and failure to deliver on election promises was another stated reason for
diminishing trust in government, and vice versa, with access to vaccines
noted as something that was building faith in government.63

Secretary, “handing out contracts to his friends.” One participant spontaneously raised that “politicians are lining their pockets and giving billions
in contracts to their lobbying mates” [46, man, White British, finance
assistant]. Moreover, when facilitators probed as to how participants
perceive people become powerful, participants identified the importance
of social connections – it’s about “who you know, not what you know”, that it
helps to be friends with “people in high places” and to be “friends with the
PM’ or other ‘very rich people.”

Power is kept in the hands of the wealthy few. It seemed apparent
through the study that participants latently identify or associate power
as something which belongs to the middle and upper classes. A link was
frequently made between power and extreme wealth, that “money talks,
and therefore people with it can do whatever they want” [54, man, Indian,
part-time worker at Tesco]. There was acknowledgement that for many
powerful people, their level of wealth is inherited, “unfortunately power
is already mainly in the hands of those families that have had it for years
and they won’t let go, so they sidle up to new wealth to keep on top of the
powers that be and drag the new wealth down to their level of corruption”
[46, man, White British, finance assistant]. As we have discussed above,
politicians are also perceived as coming from wealthier backgrounds and
out-of-touch with working class people.

that together they make “backhanded deals behind
closed doors” [30, woman, black Caribbean, currently
unemployed]. A few participants were concerned
about the extremely wealthy and powerful few influence over government
decisions. For example, i.e., examples of Matt Hancock, the then Health

Others viewed some extremely wealthy people as ‘undeserving’ because
they are perceived not to earn their wealth but exploit others: one participant noted that, “you only get there by stepping on people” [32, woman,
White British, homemaker] , another said the “most common way that
billionaires become billionaires is not paying people enough, exploiting
the environment and hoarding that wealth” [24, woman, Indian, graduate
scheme], “you actually can’t become a billionaire without dodging taxes”
and “it makes you feel annoyed and angry as we are working our fingers
off and some big wig is cashing in. but unfortunately we can’t do anything
about it” [36, man, White British, telecoms engineer].
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Some participants were concerned about the
close relationship between powerful people,
politicians, the media, and extremely wealthy
individuals – some described it as “co-dependent”,
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Apart from some celebrities such as Marcus Rashford and Princess
Diana, there was consensus that the majority of powerful people use their
position of power ‘for their own gain’ which may harm others. However,
there was disagreement, whether the harm caused was intentional or
unintentional. For example, one participant said, “I truly believe, everyone
is trying to do good for the best of their knowledge” [25, woman, white
Estonian, part-time student and bartender]. Most put this harm down to
the particular individual – a case of a bad apple who makes choices due to
selfishness and greed, and thinking they are better than others: “no they
don’t use it for good, they think themselves better than others” [53, woman,
Indian, playworker].

Working class people generally do not become part of the elite.
There was a consensus across focus groups that working class people
through hard work, drive and ambition can become successful and wealthy
and achieve celebrity status: “it is harder, but not impossible, for ordinary
people to get to an affluent position but it is much easier for people who
have a better start and are from money” [36, woman, White British, parttime, health support worker]. Yet, there was consensus that power belongs
to the middle and upper classes; a working class person may become in a
position of status and influence – i.e. Marcus Rashford – but not powerful.
One participant said, “you’ll never reach the top without generations of
combined effort, a working class kid would never be prime minister, but may
reach local government level” [31, man, White British, part-time video editor]
and “I believe ordinary people can become wealthy but not powerful” [27,
woman, White and Black Caribbean, part time residential carer].
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Some participants had a latent awareness of a class
antagonism within society. Although participants found
the concept of social class confusing and not immediately
accessible, participants had a strong – but underlying –
sense of a class antagonism shaping society i.e., the working class versus
elites (a term not used by participants). The working class being those who
have to graft to get by and have little say in how society is run. Meanwhile,
for the most part, power was seen as something held by the exclusive few;
elusive people who are connected to extreme wealth and are thought of as
unaccountable. There is a latent awareness that this small group of people
who are extremely wealthy and hold a disproportionate amount of power,
often make decisions that go against the common interests of working
class people. Although participants seemed to view elites conspiratorially,
they had a poor grasp of the structural mechanisms that create superwealthy people while most struggle to get by.
However, given the specific nature of our discussion about class, power and
who decides what in society, it is likely our participants were selectively
thinking about very wealthy people who they see as ‘undeserving’ and
harming society, rather than all extremely wealthy people. Recent research
found that people have a sense of deserving and undeserving rich, with
people being deeply reluctant to condemn the very wealthy or see wealth
itself as problematic,64 believing many earn the status and do good. 65
Although, 71% of people in their poll agreed that “there is a level at which
more wealth becomes unnecessary”, and yet, when asked, people struggled
to agree on a specific point at which wealth became excessive.66 Similarly,
we found some participants believed that extreme wealth and power can
come from hard work and exceptional talent, for example, if you are “a
tech genius” or through social media. Moreover, research finds that people
see their own accumulation of wealth as positive and morally right.67 In
particular, they believe having wealth is key to providing security to family
and children.
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Profound sense of pessimism that positive change is
possible. Of all the people we spoke to, very few exhibited
any optimism or sense of empowerment. Instead, we
found a profound sense of hopelessness, a sense that
positive change is not possible: “no, nothing makes me
feel hopeful” and “I really feel the world is a dark place”
[26, woman, mixed race (Black Caribbean), part-time cook].
Many seemed to feel “‘extremely confident nothing will change’ [27, man,
White/black Caribbean, police tech development officer] and that people
‘can’t see anything happening anytime soon’ [27, man, Indian, taxi driver].
Such sentiments are not unique to the UK, they are felt by people across
the world. Research conducted by the Centre of International Cooperation
at New York University (2021) found that 34% of participants believe levels
of inequality will not improve in the post-COVID world, with 48% of participants believing that it will worsen.68 The people we spoke to were fatalistic
and felt a sense that “it is too late”, that “things have gone too far” and
“power is too concentrated and we have no real method of breaking it up”
[27, man, white and black Caribbean, police tech development officer].
Another participant mentioned that the prospect of someone in power
“that can change things for the better won’t be in my lifetime” [36, man,
White British, telecoms engineer].
As we have discussed, participants attributed the unlikelihood of positive
change to certain wealthy people such as politicians and billionaires who
“don’t want things to change” noting that “they haven’t got a clue”, along
with a generalised sense that the “world is corrupt.” We also heard from a
few participants that the size of the challenges and the responses required
created scepticism, while others felt the handling of massive societal
challenges such as the pandemic and climate change has created a sense
of fear and worry, “it is too much of a big mess to sort out” [27, man, Indian,
taxi driver]:
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“I think the whole pandemic is a bit scary… the
uncertainty of it all. I think up until now, the government,
the police, whoever, people that have that authority,
we’ve just been raised to take everything that they say
as gospel and just run with it. So I think this past year,

I’m not saying that what we’re being told is not true, but
I’ve just found that it’s just spread a lot of uncertainty for
me and quite a few people that I know, which obviously
spreads a bit of fear, because it’s the unknown, you’re
kind of in the middle of the unknown”
[26, woman, mixed race [Black Caribbean), part-time cook].

“I’m a dad now, I look at the environment and how we’re
messing everything up... I know we’re just one nation,
but if we started doing it, then others started to do it,
the world would have a much better chance for him,
and maybe his kids, and the girls. Because they’re
only young and we’re ruining it for them”
[46, man, White British, labourer].
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“A more equal society – that would be very ambitious
because there are a lot of things that get in the way
of us having an equal society. So, you’d have to chip
at each and every one of them. That would probably
start from education, and then employment, housing.
You’d have to offer everyone the same opportunity,
regardless of their race or their class. But that just can’t
be done in one sector, can it? So, I don’t think an equal
society is something that would ever exist”
[27, woman, Black Caribbean, nursing student].
Although, there are strong feelings of apathy, hopelessness and disengagement, there are also signs of collective generative anger and righteous
indignation, which has never been properly harnessed by progressives.
From listening to the views of working class people, we raise questions
about the extent to which neoliberal ideas (i.e., meritocracy and individualism) are embedded in society, including diverse working class communities. It appears from these interviews that people are not convinced that
inequalities can be overcome through hard-work alone nor that those with
extreme wealth and power have earnt it.

or most of us are, and in the face of adversity whether that’s economic or
social, we’ll still keep persevering, and I think that’s just the mentality that
we have” [26, man, Indian, primary school teacher].

A few participants acknowledged that people have the power. We
heard from a few people that “the people have the power” [55, woman,
Indian, housewife] and “I hope that the real power is with the normal
people” [38, man, Polish, engineering storeman]. There was recognition that
working class power takes the form of a collective, as one participant said:
“standing together is our real way of gaining power”, and another noted
that “we as a community give power to the government” [25, woman, white
Estonian, part-time student and bartender]. Others noted that “the real
power lies with the public and that’s why we are kept divided”[32, woman,
White British, homemaker]. Some also felt a sense of community responsibility to bring about the changes that we need:

“I think it is important for individuals to unite together
and make the changes they want, as the government
will just do their own thing and it’s us who have lived
experience of what needs to change, it’s the
government policy that affects us”
[51, woman, White British, admin].

Working class power: Although participants struggled
to see themselves as the agents of change or as
powerful people, in the face of hardship, we heard
of a great deal of resilience and initiative, including
neighbours helping each other out; extended families
pooling resources to pay for health and social care when a family member
was in need; people finding new ways to make every pound stretch further;
taking on second jobs, working longer hours, taking on debt from friends,
family and loans. As one young man said: “the working class are resilient,
In the sense that we never give up, we’re always trying to better ourselves,
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“If we unite together we can make changes to policies.
We could lobby for change, make a petition and get
a whole community on board to make changes –
encourage strikes. We as a community give power
to the government. So we are responsible for
everything else it does”
[25, woman, white Estonian, part-time student and bartender].
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Of working class
respondents:

70%

believe community
power can make
positive changes

70%

think it’s important
to know your
neighbours

The views of our interviewees resonated with
findings from our survey. We found that 70%
of working class people believe that by joining
together in our communities we can make
positive changes in our country. We also found
that the majority of the British public believe they
should get involved in their local communities
and almost 70% think it is important to get
to know their neighbours. Some participants
seemed to think working class people have power
but they are afraid to use it: “the working class
gets more power by having a voice and realising
the power we already possess. People need to
speak out, but we are too frightened” [30, woman,
Black Caribbean, currently unemployed]. A
further participant agreed that the working class
would have more power ”if everyone just came
together as one” but acknowledged that “people
are too scared of the repercussions” [36, man,
White British, telecoms engineer].

Community power? The Kenmure Street Case
THESE ARE OUR
NEIGHBO URS

We presented the events of Kenmure street69 to our focus groups as an
example of the community coming together – across differences of race,
faith and origin – and winning. In May 2021, the community came out in
Kenmure Street in Glasgow to stop an immigration raid to prevent the
deportation of two men from the local community. Soon hundreds of
people had turned up, chanting, “these are our neighbours, let them go.”
The reaction to the case in all three focus groups was both overwhelmingly
positive and emotive: “what a powerful thing to see” [24, woman Indian,
graduate scheme], “made me feel proud and hopeful” [26, man, African,
customer service advisor], and the “support is amazing, made me smile,
makes me feel happy they were supported” [51, woman, White British,
Admin]. Prior to discussing this case, participants struggled to think
about examples of solidarity and to feel positive about their own power or
ability to effect change. This example completely changed the tone of the
conversation: one participant mentioned how she hoped it “showed people
the power we already possess” [30, woman, Black Caribbean, currently
unemployed] while another said “I think it was a powerful statement that
shows how everyone can come together. It made me feel proud and hopeful
that if I was ever in that situation, they would come and do the same” [26,
man, African, full-time customer service advisor].

“It was great to see people of different races,
encouaging and sticking up for others.
Especially in the world we live in right now”
[35, woman, White and Black Caribbean, teaching assistant].
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Doubt due to a lack of cross-racial unity and fear. Yet, the majority
felt pessimistic that a show of solidarity would take place in their own
neighbourhood, some were certain it wouldn’t happen: “not a chance” [53,
woman, Indian, playworker, nursery], “you’d be dreaming”[27, man, Indian,
taxi driver, “the community is too self divided” [32, man, White British,
part-time video editor] and “people would walk past with their heads down”
[32, woman, White British, homemaker]. The primary reason was a lack of
unity and solidarity across differences of race, faith and national origin, and
racist attitudes and beliefs of neighbours, particularly in predominantly
white areas. Some cited the lack of support for Black Lives Matter actions
and racist comments on local community Facebook groups as evidence.

“A lot of my community didn’t participate in
the BLM protests/marches. It was more so all
of the young people”
[24, woman, Indian, graduate scheme]

“Wombourne isn’t very diverse. The majority is
elderly white people, and you only have to look at the
local community group to read the racist comments.”
[27, woman, White British, on maternity leave].
Some believed only people of the same ethnic community would show
up: “people from their own backgrounds and race would support them.
They would be people from different cultures not supporting them or
turning up to cause disruption” [35, woman, White and Black Caribbean,
teacher assistant]. Another common reason was the fear of retaliation for
outwardly demonstrating your political beliefs. that “you would not want to
share views of this nature with your community in case they think differently” [34, woman, Indian, office assistant in a primary school] and “people
are sometimes scared to come forward. I don’t think my community would
like to outwardly show this, but would definitely support this internally” [35,
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man, Black Caribbean, civil engineer]. In Bradford, one respondent said they
would fear retaliation from the police, using excessive force, CS gas, given
the recent history of the 2001 Bradford riots. We heard how “you need a
few people with guts, and everyone else tends to follow” [30, woman, Black
Caribbean, currently unemployed].
On the other hand, participants in Cardiff thought it could happen in
areas that were perceived to be particularly united, ethnically diverse
and working class: “I think in certain areas I can see it happening, like
Grangetown has a lot of diversity and I think that helps” [30, woman, Black
Caribbean, unemployed] and “comes down to the working class, can’t see
people in Lisvaine or Cyncoed doing this but might be wrong!” [59, woman,
White British, housekeeper].

We need more examples like Kenmure street
The strong reaction to this case supports the findings of other studies that
to overcome feelings of pessimism and cynicism, and feed that belief that
change is possible, we need to use relatable and well-known examples
of when people have come together across differences, united and won.70
Despite the positive reaction to the events of Kenmure Street, many of our
participants reacted in disbelief; they had not heard of it. One participant
said, “how wasn’t this front-page news?” Since we do not often have time
in our communications to relay an entire story such as this, we need more
research to find the stories that people are already familiar with that
connect unity across differences to bring about real change.
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Shared
Experiences

What brings
communities together?

As we have seen in the previous chapter, diverse working-class
people share many overlapping experiences analysed through
the 4P framework – precarity, prejudice, place and power. In
this next chapter, we explore the commonalities of experience,
values, hopes and identities of working-class people that we
found throughout our interviews and focus groups.

Shared
Hopes for
Society

Shared experiences
When discussing the themes of power and change in society, we asked
participants for instances where their community has come together. As
discussed in the previous chapter, participants struggled to readily connect
to the idea of grassroots change. Overall there were mixed feelings as to
whether the community is united and the degree of unity. Examples of
common bonds that were perceived to bring people together included
music festivals, carnivals, religious events, and activities such as litter
picking, foodbanks, BLM, Bradford pride and demonstrations and football.

Shared
Class
Identity

Shared
Values
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The Covid-19 Pandemic

Reactions to the England football team

However, one example came up time and time again – the covid-19
pandemic. Specifically, participants spoke about how “the pandemic
brought the community closer; there was a real sense of community
support early last year (spring 2020)” [25, man, White British, actor].
Participants noted the shared experience was potent for connecting
communities: “I felt that the pandemic brought my community together,
having a shared experience gave everyone something they could mutually
discuss” [24, woman, Indian, graduate scheme] and “I think the fear that
has swept over the world has brought us all together” [30, woman, Black
Caribbean, currently unemployed].

At the time of the focus groups, the English football team
had lost the semi-final of the European world cup in 2021. The
England team had said they would take the knee – an internationally recognised symbol of being opposed to state violence
against Black people. The government, including the Prime
Minister had refused to condemn fans booing the team for
taking the knee, and the Home Secretary referred to it as ‘gesture politics’.71
Additionally, when three young Black football players – Marcus Rashford,
Jadon Sancho and Bukayo Saka – missed the penalties at the semi-final
they were met by an eruption of visceral racism online. This was evidence
of how public attitudes and national identity intersect with race and class,
particularly heightened given the Black Lives Matter protests across the UK.
We pressed participants to see what spontaneously came up by the mention
of the England football team.

Respondents were able to name all the various ways their communities
pulled together: “I think covid has helped all communities unite, helping
each other, the whole community come together to help that person by
offering clothes, cookers etc” [27, woman, White British, on maternity
leave]. Other examples included: the NHS clap, delivering food parcels,
community groups springing up, shopping trips for elderly people, setting
up Facebook pages, local businesses preparing meals for those in need and
NHS staff and local breweries supplying sanitisers for schools.
Some participants noted that the solidarity shown was across race and
class, ‘my community has since the pandemic become more connected.
Neighbours helping one another regardless of colour which is wonderful
to see.” [53, woman, Indian, playworker] and another remarked that
‘Neighbours [were] looking out for each other regardless of your condition,
work etc” [59, woman, White British, housekeeper].

Participants reacted positively towards a multi-ethnic
football team which was felt to be representative of modern
Britain: “it’s a good picture of the country we live in, which
is people from all backgrounds working together” [24,
woman, Indian, graduate scheme]. For many participants it brought up the
importance of representation: “it makes me feel seen” [27, woman, White
and Black Caribbean, part time residential carer] and the importance “for
everybody to feel represented and included” [36, woman, White British,
part-time, health support worker]. There was a general sense of pride: “I
love it, the world needs to be inclusive and accepting. I feel proud watching
England and seeing people from all walks of life because football is for
everyone” [26, man, African, customer service advisor].
Participants were supportive of the football team taking the
knee. Many saw “taking the knee is a sign of respect” [51,
woman, White British, admin]. Participants disapproved of
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the negative reactions: “the abuse the players get is shocking, taking the
knee is doing right for the injustices of the nation” [48, man, white British]
and another said, “I find it embarrassing that the media and some sections
of the fans booed it” [34, man, British Bangladeshi, project manager].
Moreover, some disagreed with the PM that taking the knee is empty virtue
signalling: “I love the fact the players have continued to take the knee.
There are little kids out there asking their parents why they are doing it, and
they are being educated early on. That’s something we weren’t doing a few
years ago, the conversation wasn’t there. So to say taking the knee hasn’t
done anything is misleading” [26, man, African, customer service advisor].

[53, woman, Indian, playworker]. Some white participants expressed how
they no longer see whiteness as a defining feature of the British identity:
“definitely, my national identity is no longer described by the colour of
their skin but of the communities there are born in” [31, man, White British,
part-time video editor]. Others still, reaffirmed that where one is born or
looks like, but rather our humanity that makes us deserving: “ I normally
don’t care where people are from. That’s not really what I look at when I talk
to people. I think we need to love and support each other, we all are human
beings. I think it’s really good to be multi-cultural, because we all can learn
from each other, from different ethnicity, culture and country” [25, woman,
white Estonian, part-time student and bartender].

However, there was scepticism that the support for ethnic diversity and
anti-racism by the public is genuine, “the team does show our diversity but
that only lasts while we are playing well [51, woman, White British, cares
for mother] and “well the English are proud when there scoring goals but
then forget that later” [53, woman, Indian, playworker]. Some felt “it’s a
shame that even after the BLM movement the players are still targeted,
but as soon as a goal is scored they’re cheered [27, woman, White British,
on maternity leave]. The nuanced analysis from participants illustrates that
despite the relative importance of representation, the participants are able
to acknowledge its limitations. It is important for Black, Asian and minority
ethnic voices and faces to be seen and heard – especially considering a
significant part of the population are from these backgrounds. However,
representation alone can be superficial in the face of structural racism and
inequality and does not necessarily dismantle racist attitudes.
The discussion of the English football team sparked a conversation around
national identity and race. Some participants of colour felt that they are
not perceived as English, Welsh or British due to their skin colour: II am
English regardless of my colour…I wish others would see this sometimes”
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Shared values
We found that working-class people not only share a wealth of experiences
but also values, hopes and desires for their families and communities.
People spoke proudly of their families and their loved ones, and a deep
desire to make life better and have a healthy and happy life. People talked
about faith and God – whether from a Muslim, Christian, Catholic, Hindu or
Sikh faith – and their personal beliefs in something bigger than themselves
i.e. political beliefs or community projects.72

Almost all participants spoke about the importance of security –
knowing they would have the income to pay the bills and not have to worry
about making ends meet. “You’ll always want to have that financial security
and safety. You don’t want to be thinking you’re on the verge of going under”
[20, man, Black Caribbean, admin]. For most, their job was very important to
them, because it provides security. In general, there was a consensus that
although financial security is vital, ultimately health is their first priority.
One participant spoke of the importance of one being able “to be able to
provide for loved ones, but health has to come first” [25, man, White British,
actor] while another said “without your health, you do not have a good
quality of life, emotionally and physically” [51, woman, White British, admin].

We also found participants shared the values of compassion and
mutual respect across focus groups. Compassion was seen as a cohesive
value, that which “brings communities together” and is essential in
people’s lives. As one participant put it, “compassion because it brings
the community together. It’s really hard to be and live alone, I think helping
each other, can help everyone” [25, woman, white Estonian, part-time
student and bartender] and that “just having compassion, humanity and
understanding within yourself can make your life a lot easier and other
people’s lives a lot easier as well because then you are not so quick to jump
to conclusions. You are not so quick to judge somebody” [60, man, Bengali,
part-time worker for ASDA]. Compassion is seen as a potent value, with it
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is the ability to stop conflicts and injustice and as one participant said,
“compassion is the meaning of human life, without it, society can’t accomplish much” [38, man, Polish, engineering storeman].

Mutual respect was defined as the importance of respecting people
from all walks of life, regardless of skin colour or ethnicity.’ This was
understood by our participants as respecting people and their choices and
“treating others as you wish to be treated [27, man, White/Black Caribbean,
police tech development officer]. Respect for each other was seen as
underpinning unity, inclusion, being more interconnected, fairness and
compassion. For some it was understood as the converse of racism:

“Mutual respect is very important to me as over the
years I have had experiences of not being treated as an
equal, which caused me to struggle in the workplace
and had to work harder to prove myself. This was
soul-destroying and it took me a long time to overcome.
My peers were very cliquey and there was no one else of
colour in the workplace, which caused a lack of
understanding e.g. making racist comments that I
might not have enough understanding of my job role
due to my ethnicity which is Indian”
[53, woman, Indian, playworker].
Many saw it in the form of respecting and engaging with other people’s
tradition and cultures: “going out there and learning about someone’s
tradition in their culture or something like that. If it’s something new to me
I need to be tolerant, I can’t just have a closed mind. I would respect their
beliefs and why they do that practice” [20, man, Black Caribbean, admin].
Another participant said, “we have an Indian family next door during Diwali,
it wasn’t Christmas but they had lights up. But we have to respect the way
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people live and we have to engage. We have to engage because we all have
different cultures. I’m a Christian. Maybe somebody else is a Hindu or a
Muslim or whatever. We all have to be respectful to others and try to get on.
Try to be compassionate towards each other” [55, woman, Black Caribbean,
admin].

them helping out people who need foodbanks or similar” [46, man, White
British, finance assistant]. As we saw previously, many working-class
people believe that the upper class do not respect them “people with
money ‘think they are above the rest and can be judgemental or look down
on you” [27, woman, White and Black Caribbean, part time residential carer].

Strong perception that not everyone shares the same values

Moreover, as we have seen in the previous chapter, there was a strong
perception shared by many of our participants that some (working class)
people do not share the value of hard work and instead prefer to “sit on
the sofa and get paid for not working” [34, woman, White British, part-time
receptionist/care worker]. Other research finds that many British people
perceive others to be selfish and greedy rather than social and cooperative.73 Although this certainly came up when talking about the possibility of
positive change and equality, the participants themselves seemed to highly
value togetherness, unity and generosity.

There was a strong intuition that not everyone shares the values of
compassion and mutual respect, but that probably the majority do.
“Personally, I think 99% will agree, however, when everyday life comes at
you, some people abandon these values ” [34, man, British Bangladeshi,
project manager] and, “I think all these values should be important to us.
They are important to me. However, I do know that some people won’t be
compassionate or don’t have mutual respect for each other, i.e. the racism
that unfortunately some people have to go through” [27, woman, White
British, on maternity leave]. Respondents agreed that such values should
be shown to all people regardless of their race and ethnicity, however, as
one person put it:

“I think though universally we share the same values,
people are always more willing to display those values
to people they relate to, which is wrong”
[30, woman, Black Caribbean, currently unemployed].
A recurrent theme was that these values are not always shared by people
with extreme wealth: that “money inflicts selfishness” [35, woman, White
and Black Caribbean, teaching assistant] and avoiding tax was given as
an example of people not sharing the same values – “people with loads of
money want to pay less taxes and purposefully go against the benefit of the
whole” [31, man, White British, part-time video editor]. Another participant
mentioned, “look at the people with the wealth and it is not often you see
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Shared hopes for society
At the end of the discussion we asked participants what kind of society
they would want to live in, and what that would look like. Below were four
prominent themes shared amongst most participants:

To live in a caring society, where compassion and kindness are
embodied and encouraged outside of our individual networks, for
example in workplaces and public services. There was the belief that our
public services are the way in which we collectively care for each other.
Participants spoke about more public spending to provide everyone with
what they need to live a good life: “everyone should have enough food to
eat, everyone should have a home to live in” [43, man, Indian, taxi driver].
Participants also talked about reliable transport links, healthcare, childcare
and welfare and many commented that housing is vital for an equal society:
“there needs to be a stronger push on building more houses for certain,
definitely making sure homeless people we have here can be housed” [34,
woman, White British, part-time receptionist/care worker]. We also found
that 73% of the working class believe that the government’s spending
priority ought to be public provision, rather than cutting spending and
red tape.

A recurring theme was around the creation of well-paid jobs, that
“everyone would have a decent job” where people’s work is respected and
valued. “At the end of the day, they’re all working, they’re all giving their
100% whatever they’re doing. The cleaner working in a hospital works
as hard as the surgeon who operates on a patient” [43, man, Indian, taxi
driver]. There was particular emphasis on creating jobs for young people
and areas with few employment opportunities, where learning and development is encouraged.

A prominent theme was about respecting and embracing all of the
different cultures, traditions, faiths and upbringings, and recognising
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that these different experiences give rise to knowledge and ideas – that
everyone brings something of value to the table. One participant saw our
diversity as a catalyst for change: “It’s about accepting those differences
and utilising those differences to make it a better society… I think when
we realise what talents and gifts we’ve been given and how we can utilise
those… and enjoying the differences in what we do have, and how we are so
diverse, and bringing those qualities on board. That’s the way society can
move on and improve.” [53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber].

As we have explored throughout this report, the people we spoke to
perceived divisions both locally and nationally, and all expressed the
desire to live in a more united society, safe in the knowledge we are not
alone. An international study found that the majority of respondents in 7
out of the 8 countries surveyed felt that too little is being done to address
divisions.74 Participants in our study spoke enthusiastically about bringing
back community centres and youth clubs so that young people can engage
in positive activities such as arts, music and sports outside of school and
get to know their neighbours and make new friends. In general, participants
also want to see investment in public parks, and green and communal
spaces – a highly visible reflection that communities are valued and cared
for. Participants spoke about funding projects focussed on the celebration
of different cultures and ethnicities, to bring people together and promote
anti-racism as “celebrating different cultures is a way of educating people
to accept differences” [39, woman, Bangladeshi, part-time support worker].
Another participant said, “when I was working at the community centre,
we had Asian people and white people, and then, we would each make
different dishes – the Asian groups would make the traditional curries and
rice, and then the white people would make their dishes. And then we would
all sit down and have a meal [...] and we’d taste each other’s foods, and be
together” [50, woman, Pakistani, currently unemployed].
More than one participant talked about BLM and how effective the
movement was in shifting attitudes and awareness around race and racism,
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and would like to see more space given to these movements. “Black Lives
Matter helps the awareness of [racism] because it’s not just black people
posting posts about it, you get a good variety of different backgrounds,
such as white and Asian people. That helps just spread awareness about
different prejudices, even oppression really, and it spreads awareness” [20,
man, Black Caribbean, admin].
Participants also mentioned tougher media standards to “prevent fake
news and spreading demonising and divisive narratives” [27, man, Indian,
taxi driver], which are seen as creating or exaggerating our differences and
creating division.

Shared Class Identity
In this last section, we explore the idea of
a shared working-class identity. We wanted
to understand the extent to which people
describe themselves as working-class and
what that identity means to them. Despite having similar experiences
of class disadvantage as we explored in Chapters 2 and 3, we found our
participants had a varied and complex relationship to class as an identity.
Some many argue that ‘class’ is an outdated concept, with distinctions
between the ‘lower class’, working class and middle class becoming more
blurred over time. Meanwhile, collective class identities appear to have
given way to more individualised forms of expression and it seems more
people want to be recognised for who they are and what they do, rather
than the class they were born into. Moreover, considering working class
people are popularly depicted as uneducated, ignorant, uncultured more
racist and xenophobic, a ‘chav’, a ‘scrounger’ or as our Prime Minister put
it, “drunk, feckless and criminal” – why would anyone want to identify as
working class?
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Race and ethnicity appear to be more salient identities than class.
When we asked interviewees to self-identify, almost every person
mentioned who they are in connection to others (i.e., ‘mum to my four year
old boy’ and ‘I’m married and a dad to two kids.’ Interviewees also talked
about their personalities, values and faiths. Around half of the interviewees
mentioned their race/ethnicity/nationality, including white participants,
who self-identified as ‘white’ whereas others by their nationality – Estonian,
Irish, Welsh, English etc.

can relate to is that we want to be seen for who we are, not defined by the
background or circumstances we were born into.76

“Do I identify as working class? No, but people do put
you in pigeonholes. To the average man, they’re
looking at me, looking at Andrew [surname], and he’s
a working-class man who has done okay for himself”
[53, man, Black Caribbean, plumber].

Some self-identified as working class. We received a mixed response
when prompted on whether participants identify as a particular class. While
most noted their occupation in some form, only a third stated their class
spontaneously: “I’m working class.” Some participants (across race) readily
and even proudly identified themselves as working class – “I will always be a
working-class person” [26, man, Indian, primary school teacher]. For example,
in a discussion as to what they think of when they see the words ‘working
class’, one participant said “me, the normal everyday person” [26, man,
African, customer service advisor] and another said, “myself, proud to be
working class” [36, woman, White British, part-time, health support worker].
It was much more commonplace for respondents to reference their working-class origin (i.e., the class of their family and childhood), even amongst
those who reject a class identity: “I think my social class would be working
class because I believe that my mum and dad, they’ve always been working.
If they didn’t work, there would be no car, no house, and stuff like that.
That’s also been passed down to me, and I believe that I need to work for my
things. It doesn’t just get handed to you” [20, man, Black Caribbean, admin].

Many participants reject a class identity. It wasn’t uncommon
for respondents to reject a class identity.75 Some acknowledged
that others would see them as working-class or that they are
“technically” working class. Collective identities appear to have given
way to more individualised forms of expression. Something most of us
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Similarly, some participants seemed to feel there is a negative or limiting
connotation to identifying as working class, that it is to accept that they
have lower moral value or status than those of higher classes:

“I don’t believe that there is a class. We are on this Earth,
and you and the next person are no better. Some people
may have more money than me, they may have a higher
status than me, and they may have a better job than
me, but that doesn’t mean saying that they’re any better
than me. I say to myself; you go to the toilet and do the
same thing as I do. If you cut your hand, your blood is
red, just like mine. You’re no better than me”
[55, woman, Black Caribbean, admin].
While some did not see themselves as belonging to a class, they did see
other people, particularly those belonging to wealthier classes: “I don’t
see myself as working class, but I know that I am, by definition, but I don’t
see it. But [...] particularly in those with more money in their pockets – I
do see them” [50, woman, Pakistani, currently unemployed] and another
participant said, “no, I don’t see myself as working class. But at the same
time, I look at other people. I suppose subconsciously, I see a class in them”
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[26, man, Indian, primary school teacher]. While for others, there was a
sense that the class system exists that “it’s just there” but not something
they relate to: “I don’t associate with being of a certain class because
what is class? I was working, my husband’s working, so it’s like working
class in a sense, but everybody works these days. It’s just there. There’s
working-class obviously, middle class, it’s just there” [50, woman, Pakistani,
currently unemployed].

Yet every participant identified as working class on the
form. Every participant who took part in the study had to
fill out an initial questionnaire as a part of the screening
process. Despite the confusion and disagreement we see
above, every participant self-identified as working-class,
providing reasons such as: “I earn lower than average pay”,
“have always had to work for a living”, “never had the money to do what I
want” “we have to work, and that’s the class we were born into, and our
incomes aren’t great”, “I was brought up that way, and I have always had to
work” and “I have to graft so hard for everything I get.”

Working-class respondents self-identified as middle class. A couple of
respondents had identified themselves as middle class in the interview,
despite identifying as working class in the screener: “I definitely wouldn’t
say I was upper class, I’d love to be but definitely not. Probably just middle
class. I work really hard; I work five days a week, I do a lot of overtime every
week, but that’s just because I want to try and get as much money as I can
to get my house nice and eventually, when we are allowed to go on holiday,
go on quite a plush holiday” [25, woman, White British, sales admin]. This
participant is not alone. Our survey found that 85% of people classified as
working-class self-identified as such, while 15% self-identified as middle
class (see appendix for details on the class classification). Almost 100% of
Black working-class respondents (including Black African, Black Caribbean
and Black British) self-identified as working class, dropping to 85% of white
working-class people and 78% of Asian working-class people.
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The ‘Alan Sugar’ effect: middle-class people identifying as working
class. One participant also noted the ‘Alan Sugar’ effect – when middleclass people identify as working-class even when their material and
social reality has significantly changed. “My uncle still sees himself as
working-class even though he retired well off in his 50’s. Owns his own
home, a campervan and a few holidays abroad a year” [32, woman, White
British, homemaker]. Our survey found that 20% of people classified as
middle class identified as working class. Britain’s relationship to class is
an outlier amongst most western countries where working class people
tend to misidentify as middle class.77 For over 50 years, survey research
has consistently demonstrated that Britons tend to identify subjectively as
working class, even when this contradicts their ‘objective’ class position.78
60% of the public say they are working class and 40% say they are middle
class – a proportion unchanged since 1983.79 According to the British Social
Attitudes Survey, 47% of Britons in middle-class professional and managerial jobs identify as working class.80 Nearly one in four people in middleclass jobs from middle-class backgrounds – approximately 3.5 million
people – see themselves as working class in the UK. The phenomenon, of
being ‘working class of the mind’, has deep roots.81

Class identity is complicated. Unsurprisingly, class as an identity is
equally, if not more, complicated. Our participants had some understanding
of class identity as the belief of one’s ‘position’ in the hierarchy – where
you see yourself on the ‘ladder’ or ‘system of ranking’. As class researcher
Friedman explains, class identity is taking membership in a particular
symbolic community (e.g. the working class) which also draws a boundary
between their position and that of other social groupings, i.e. the middle
class.82 Such identities are not only material and economic in nature but
have emotional and psychological dimensions.83 They also relate geographically and spatially to local communities and environments and intersect
with other identities such as race, ethnicity, origin and gender etc. For the
working classes in particular, the membership often carries a burden of
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injustice and exclusion from the political sphere and inequality that, for
many, is generational and traumatic.

perhaps some working-class people see rejecting class as a means to
deflect their relative disadvantage to a (seemingly middle-class) stranger
interviewing them.

As we have seen throughout the report and this section, our participants
appeared to relate to the class identity differently. Some contradicted
themselves in the screener versus the conversation with the interviewer.
As our survey would suggest, some seemed to ‘misidentify’ their class.
While some feel proud of their working-class badge, others appear to resign
themselves to their class membership or outright reject it. All the while,
many middle-class people insist on their working-class identity. How do we
make sense of all of this?

The nature of origin stories
Class identity is also temporal; there are what
Friedman refers to as class ‘origins’84 (i.e. ‘I grew
up in a council estate’ and ‘my mum and dad
came over here from India without a penny to
their name’) and ‘destinations’ (i.e., ‘people see
me and they see a working-class man who has
done well for himself’) to make sense of.

 also found a similar phenomenon when respondents of colour spoke
We
about racism. The majority were quick to say racism or their race. We
frequently heard things such as “my race doesn’t affect me” [26, man,
Indian, primary school teacher], “myself, I’ve not experienced any racism,”
[55, woman, Black Caribbean, admin]. Many participants talked about race
and racism with reference to the experience of others, and their parents/
childhoods. Yet, throughout the interview, the same participants would
often share serious incidents and experiences of racism.86

Working-class – “a badge of honour or shame?”87
The We Are Ghosts report found that working-class people are
less likely to self-identify as such, in part due to the increasingly stigmatised and devalued working-class identities. Work
remains the anchor for working-class identities, so the prestige
of being working class declines as working class jobs themselves become devalued. The stereotypical ‘working-class men’ of the past
– coal miners, dockers, factory workers – were often depicted as masculine,
heroic and industrious;88 men who often worked together in brutal and
dangerous conditions, but whose physical labour built and sustained
Britain. Whole working-class communities were built and sustained around
coal mines, factories, and men. People came together in the trade unions
to fight together to improve their livelihoods. This experience arguably
provided a sense of self-respect, agency and a shared sense of identity.
Accordingly, the We Are Ghosts report found that white and older men in
their 50s and 60s readily and proudly identified as working class.

We found that most of our interviewees comfortably spoke about their
class origins, i.e., their childhood and parents’ class conditions. Yet, as we
have seen, many interviewees rejected any class identity in the interview
(although not on the screener questionnaire). There seemed to be a
shared desire to narrate their destination as a positive journey of personal
betterment. They did not necessarily wish to convey to the interviewer
that they continue to be ‘objectively’ working class. Moreover, interviewees
were generally hesitant to talk plainly about financial insecurity and their
hardships. In a similar way that research has found that middle-class
people use intergenerational class mobility to deflect their privilege85,

However, there is an important distinction between the value afforded
to working-class identities of the past and present89 – with the ‘heroic
workers’ of previous generations nostalgically counterposed to the
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‘demonised’ working-class identities of today. Today, working-class jobs
take on new forms, with industries such as call centres replacing the coal
mines. As discussed in this report, the work and livelihood of low-income
people do not match up to the cost of a decent life. Working-class people
are precarious because employers pay so little that millions are left struggling to make ends meet. This is not new. However, What is relatively new is
that working-class workers endure more atomised and isolated places of
work. The rise in self-employment, outsourcing and freelancing, combined
with the decline in trade unionism and the fracturing of traditional working-class industries, means that the working class identity as a badge
of honour seems to have lost resonance for many people. This has been
further compounded by the fact that many jobs and workers are looked
down upon and derogatorily referred to as ‘unskilled’ or ‘low skilled’.

National memory of working-class struggles centres on
white men. Interestingly , the We Are Ghosts report found
that for certain groups of working-class people – women,
younger people, people of colour – there is, by contrast,
relatively less pride to be derived from a term that is
associated with historical masculine labour and whiteness.
As Skeggs writes, historically, working-class self-respect was not available
to working-class women, who were often stigmatised and highly sexualised,
and whose work was overlooked, underpaid and taken for granted.90 And
as Virdee notes, working-class ethnic minorities have been written out
of mainstream British working-class narratives. Workers from all over
the British Empire – from enslaved people in the Caribbean to the Black
and Asian coal miners in England91 – contributed to building the British
economy as we know it today.92 Very little remains of the national memory
of working-class struggle, but what it often evokes is the image of a white
male British worker. The racialisation of the working class to mean white
British was identified as a source of alienation in the London study93 for
people of colour people specifically:
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I don’t think it’s just about money, though.
It’s also valued. I never thought of class applying
to black people […] I feel like the word ‘white’
has been attached to the working-class
so much that, nah, I can’t identify with it.
[20s, woman, Black African, Southwark].

It’s just not something I identify with. I care how
people bracket me, but it’s not something I feel.
[20s, woman, Caribbean, Hackney].

When I was young, I didn’t think class was a real thing,
I thought it was on TV, in the Victorian times, and then
in sociology, we were talking about class, and workingclass people You think of coal miners, white people.
[19, woman, Black African, Southwark].
Given the size of our sample and the range of people we spoke to, we
cannot come to generalised conclusions or comparisons of different ethnic
groups in relation to class. For example, we only spoke to one Irish white
man in his 60s who identified proudly as working class. Equally, we heard
from a young man of Bangladeshi ancestry in Wolverhampton who talked
proudly about being working class and a socialist. However, in our survey,
we found that when approximately 1 in 5 (19%) working-class people hear
the term ‘working class’ on the TV or in the news, they think it only refers
to white people. 21% of white working-class people think the term refers
to white people, whereas only 6% of Black working-class people and 9%
of Asian working-class people do. Curiously, 25% of Asian working-class
respondents think the term primarily refers to Asian people, and 14% of
Black working-class people believe it refers to Black groups. 75% of both
Black and white working-class people think the term refers to all ethnic
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groups, compared to 60% of Asian working-class respondents. Given the
nature of survey questions, we do not have sufficient data to understand
the reasons for these responses.

W

KIN G CL AS
OR
S

A term to be racially inclusive of
working class. The survey asked

participants to pick a preferred term
that best describes working-class
people in a way that includes people
of all races and ethnicities. We found
a small majority preferred the term
‘working class.’ 42% chose ‘working class’, dropping to a third for Black
and Asian respondents. 2/3s of white working-class respondents picked
either ‘working class’ or ‘everyday working class’, opting for the only two
options that did not mention any race or ethnicity related terms. Black
working-class respondents’ second preference was ‘multicultural working
class’, and for Asian respondents, it was ‘diverse working-class.’ Given the
closed nature of the questions, we cannot understand the motivation for
the choices.
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Conclusions &
Recommendations

Building on the CLASS and Runnymede Trust 2019 report,
We Are Ghosts report, we have explored the realities and
perceptions of what it means to be working-class today in
Britain. We have explored the way class is understood and
felt, not by crunching data on jobs and wealth distribution,
but by listening to diverse working-class people.
Presented with a blank canvas one simply cannot draw a typical ‘working-class person.’ Working-class people are ethnically diverse, encompassing many nationalities, ethnicities, faiths, and cultures; they live up and
down the UK, from Brighton to Bradford. Working class people are young
and old; some are unable to work, and many working-class women take on
unpaid and informal work, and some work in a variety of occupations from
nurses to nannies, administrators to apprentices. Crucially, their material
circumstances vary from trying to survive, to being left struggling to make
ends meet to those living relatively comfortably. On the other hand, it is
possible to draw the average elite class person in the UK: a white, middleaged, privately educated, heterosexual man in a suit and tie.
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From the experiences and insights presented in this report, we have
outlined the lived experience of working-class people across Rhyl, Cardiff,
Bradford and Wolverhampton. We find that the working-class experience is
defined by the 4Ps:

— Precarity: The core of working-class life, of lacking a real solid sense
of security and safety; solely relying on your job to survive, being a
missed payslip or two from losing your home, and having no choice
but to rely on public services and informal networks, whether that’s
seeking justice or meeting basic needs.

— Prejudice: Although many forms of prejudice are experienced by
Precarity
Lack of security & safety
Low wages & high costs
Lack of choice in daily life
Losing work = life is
unaffordable

Place

Prejudice

A loss of space in
communities
Feeling divided from our
neighbours
Desire to come together

Being judged by others
experiences of racism,
classism, sexism, xenophobia
Additional obstacles of
getting on in life

— Place: Being working class is related to a loss of place; it is seeing a
breakdown of communities, from gentrification in inner cities pushing
people out of their neighbourhoods, or certain politicians closing down
youth and community centres and trying to blame certain groups of
often working class people.

— Power: Most crucially, and often forgotten: to be working class is

Power

about where one stands in relation to power. Working-class people
overwhelmingly do not occupy positions of power and influence
whether in creating our laws, shaping the news of the day, creating
art and culture or designing policies, or choosing their place of work.
Working-class power, historically and today, is collective in nature.
Working-class power has been built by people together and showing
up for each other in an understanding that they share this same
structural position in society.

A rigged system against
POC & the working class
A lack of choice in daily life
Powerful few working
against common interests
Power in unity

CLASS

people of all classes, racism, xenophobia and sexism are most keenly
felt by working-class people, who have less social power and fewer
means to avoid or respond to it. As we have heard from participants,
widespread and structural racism and sexism keep working-class
people trapped in their ‘place’ so to speak, making it harder to get
those jobs and opportunities that would have a substantial impact
on their material well-being. Moreover, when it comes to racism, class
is important. At the end of the day, relatively very few working-class
people make it to high positions of authority – it is upper-middleclass people that are more likely to be the employer discriminating
(consciously or not), the journalist writing demeaning stories for
clickbait, or the politician enacting racist policies.
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We recommend using the 4P framework to think and talk about class and
race inclusively, challenge divisive mainstream narratives and build solidarity. The 4Ps widen the scope of our understanding of class, helping to
undo the culturally defined caricatures of the working class and the erasure
of race, gender and nationality into purely economic conditions. The 4Ps
allow us to capture the underlying similarities in experiences and the
diversity in the range of experiences that people of multiple intersecting
identities endure. We have built on existing class analysis to include the
dynamics of racism, sexism and classism in systematic hierarchies, the
imbalance of power, the loss of place, the importance of community and
belonging, and the economic reality of precarity, while rooting such ideas in
tangible everyday experiences.
Although a clear working-class political identity might not be obvious
right now, our research has uncovered its possible foundations. From the
shared values, desires, challenges and experiences we have identified in
this report emerges a shared working-class identity. The shared interests
amongst people include realising genuine safety and security, decent
livelihoods, jobs, housing, education and health and social care; strengthening communities to have power over their lives, encouraging unity, mutual
respect and compassion; and rebalancing the economic system away from
the wealthy and powerful few.

Policies
To bring about a better, fairer and kinder society, we need more than just
a good story. Here, we recommend a new approach to policy developed
by New York University, Centre for International Cooperation Pathfinders
Grand Challenge on Inequality and Exclusion. In their latest research,
From Rhetoric to Action,94 they found that countries which have sustained
progress towards more inclusive and equal societies used a three-pronged
approach to policymaking, connecting highly visible life-changing policies
such as housing and healthcare to solidarity and trust-building policies:

1

2

Highly visible policies that
positively impact people’s daily
lives such as affordable housing,
universal basic services such as
transport, healthcare, welfare,
good jobs and education;

3
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Building solidarity to unite and
tackle prejudice, build empathy
between groups and and adequately
address historical wrongs

Securing the credibility of our leaders, from the
local level to the very top. We need policies to tackle
corruption and nepotism, strengthen democracy,
build trust, and ensure that people have basic rights
that cannot be toyed with during election cycles.
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Embedded in this framework is an understanding that we must tackle
prejudices and divide-and-rule strategies for long-term sustainable and
transformative change. For too long, people have assumed that once all the
economic problems are resolved then prejudice and inequality will solve
themselves. As we have seen in the everyday experiences of working-class
people of colour, many are denied essential economic opportunities due to
prejudice (i.e. through CV discrimination, undervaluing achievements and
efforts in the workplace, overlooked for promotions, discrimination against
at interviews).

multiple participants that they would like to see community forums and
places to discuss ideas. Britain would benefit from social dialogues in the
legacies of structural racism, Empire, the Windrush scandal, austerity and
the deaths of thousands of ill and disabled people through welfare policies,
the closure of mines etc. Education is a powerful tool for building solidarity;
through community centres, youth clubs and expanding the school curriculum to teach about British colonial history, migration, the formation of the
working class and the process of industrialisation, along with the teaching
of all the cultures, faiths and traditions that make up Britain.

With this combined approach to policies, we avoid tackling related issues in
a silo, overlooking experiences of working class and marginalised peoples,
or playing into our opponents’ game of creating a hierarchy of concerns.
Universal policies such as rent caps, landlord licencing and building
social housing will impact almost everyone’s lives for the better and it will
positively transform the lives of working-class people the most, and stem
the process of gentrification in urban centres where many working-class
communities of colour are being pushed out of their neighbourhoods. More
targeted policies such as scrapping the hostile environment and the ‘Right
to Rent’ – which has been found to discriminate against people of colour
and migrants – would ensure that everyone has access to a decent place to
call home.

As we have seen throughout the report, trust in political leaders and
the ‘system’ is at an all-time low. To secure change, we also need to
tackle government corruption and nepotism – big and small – and have
strong mechanisms to hold leaders to account. To ultimately strengthen
our democracy, working-class people especially, believe that they will
be listened to and that their leaders will act in their best interests. An
important way for politicians to gain the trust of the public is to enact
policies that will be highly visible, such as bringing basic utilities such as
water, energy, transport, and social care into public ownership so the costs
to families can be kept low and profits reinvested to improve services.

Until we confront divide and rule strategies, we cannot build the
momentum for transformative change. We need to strengthen our communities through initiatives like national dialogues and truth-telling that
review past episodes of abuse and establish shared knowledge, which have
been a key feature of successful post-conflict transition.95 We heard from

Below are policy ideas covering three key areas of visible policy change,
building solidarity and equality and securing trust and credibility in our
political and governing systems. Although by no means exhaustive, this set
of policy recommendations, taken from a variety of think tanks, organising
and community groups,and trade unions addresses the themes discussed
in this report. Each involves highly visible, universal policies which would
transform many working-class lives for the better, they reduce inequalities
and build solidarity so that no one is left behind, and would build trust and
credibility in our society and particularly with our political leaders.
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Visible Policy Changes

Building Solidarity

Securing trust & Credibility

— New Deal for Workers, including a
minimum wage of £15; ending all forms
of insecure and exploitative work
practices; moving towards a 4 day/32
hour work week; and, a new minimum
wage guarantee.

— Empowering groups, communities and trade
unions to identify and address local inequalities is
a crucial part of broader societal acceptance and
effective visible results.

— Public ownership of services that provide our fundamental
needs, i.e., water, energy, WiFi, transport etc including a
commitment to public, non-profit community forms of health
and social care.

— Repeal all anti-trade union laws.99 Give unions the
right to enter workplaces and speak to workers.
Restore and expand the Union Learning Fund,
giving workers the right to accrue paid time off for
education and training.100

— Reverse academisation and cuts to all schools, including
SEND schools.102

— A green new deal with a just transition
to create thousands of decent and
well-paid jobs, with targets for young
people and areas of few employment
opportunities. A jobs guarantee
scheme for fossil-intensive industry
workers.96
— Introduce a full package of measures
to promote equal gender distribution
of unpaid care work, including reduced
working time; a right to fully-funded
childcare and early learnings; flexible
working; and, 18 months of parental
leave at a full rate of salary.97
— Increase levels of welfare; reduce
waiting time and remove the
sanctioning system.
— Eradicate poverty including a right
to food through universal free school
meals, food cooperatives etc.98

CLASS

— Apply post-conflict tools to pre-conflict scenarios
i.e., national dialogues and truth-telling e.g.,
structural racism, Britain’s colonial history, the
Windrush scandal, austerity, Hillsborough, the
closure of mines and actions of far-right groups
etc.101
— A fund for community spaces and projects
ringfenced to restore and create parks, squares,
gardens, playing fields, public swimming pools,
public libraries, youth, community and leisure
centres. This could go further to involve tree
planting, rewilding, urban nature reserves and
allotments sufficient to meet the needs of
everyone.

— Abolition of all forms of exclusion and ‘off-rolling’ in all
schools.
— Police reform centred on community policing has shown
success even in the most difficult circumstances, including
maintaining the separation between education and the police
should be protected.103 104
— Strengthen trust between communities and the state and
improve confidence in equal treatment of all under the law.105
In some situations, this will include accountability for abuses
and a focus on non-discrimination in law and practice, up to
and including constitutional or legal reform.
— At the local level expand opportunities for citizens to shape
the economic destinies of their localities by strengthening
the social architecture for participation, co-design and
democratic agitation i.e., citizen assemblies, invest in social
infrastructure necessary for citizen-driven initiatives and the
creation of new fiscal powers for local areas.106

— Expand and update the school curriculum to teach
— Enact Section 1 the ‘socio-economic duty’ clause of the
important values, anit-racist perspectives, the
Equality Act 2010, obligating public bodies to give due regard
histories of all of our cultures and faiths, along
to how they can reduce the impact of socio-economic.
with British colonial history, political, civic and
economic education.
— End the marketisation experiment in our universities and
scrap tuition fees.107
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Visible Policy Changes

Building Solidarity

Securing trust & Credibility

— Integrating private schools117 into a broader first-rate
— Increase the proportion of teachers from BME
backgrounds, by increasing the BME trainee
‘education for all’ to break down the institutional link
teachers and changing any implicit or explicit
between private schools creating an elite class in the UK.118
racisms in recruitment and hiring processes.110
— Eradicate all forms of elitism that pervades the state
Racial literacy and anti-racism should be placed at
education sector, including the policy of parental choice of
the heart of all teacher training routes and should
schools.119
be a key component of continued professional
— Fully fund health and social care
— Remove barriers to entering middle-class industries,
development.111112
services, including early years and free
including unpaid internships making recruitment practices
— End all ‘hostile environment’ policies, including
personal care for over 65s. Recruit
public. 120 Targets to employ working-class people of colour,
public service workers requirement to monitor
necessary staffing levels on increased
LGBTQ+, women and diabled people.
visa compliance.113
pay, secure contracts, maximum
— Progressive tax reform to reduce tax inequality, curb tax
working hours etc.
— Work with BME community groups to tailor
avoidance and evasion, making tax accountable by, for
approaches to ensure no one is left behind i.e.,
— Life long learning from early years to
instance, dramatically increasing HMRCs capacity for
providing language translation and/or English as
adult education: an increase in funding
auditing to ensure the super wealthy are paying their fair
second or foreign language support.114
for all education sectors; scrap tuition
share.121
fees; reverse academisation; and a
— Restore funding for English for Speakers of Other
— Establish a media commons, funded publicly and run
renewed focus on adult education
Languages (ESOL) courses.115
independently from politicians and oligarchs, which would
opportunities, including bursaries for
— Professionalise and value care work by
the BBC and Channel 4 and allow for communities to buyout
parents and carers.109
significantly increasing resources allocated,
local newspapers, establish local radio shows etc.122
increasing pay for carers and child care, and
— Guarantee the function of free press.
working in partnership with trade unions.116
— Hiring targets at all levels of the production of media for
working class people, of colour, women, people with disability
etc.
— National zero-carbon social housing
building and retrofitting programme
and a bill of rights for renters,
including rent control, reducing rents
in line with local incomes and landlord
licensing.108
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Methodology

Here we provide further information into the methods used
throughout this research project presented in chronological
order.
In-depth interviews with working-class people
We conducted two waves of qualitative research with working-class people
to inform the messaging and understand the realities of working-class
people today. We worked with the social research company Survation
to carry out both waves of research. The first wave of the study was 18
in-depth interviews during Mary 2021. Each 1:1 interview lasted 60 minutes,
following a tightly-packed interview schedule. The research goals of wave
one included:
To understand the lived experiences of the multi-ethnic working class and
how this differs based on race and gender. We strived to explore whether
there is a sense of shared or different experience and perception of class/
economic disparities and racial issues, both local to their communities
more broadly.
To start exploring whether and how people think and talk about race, class
and gender. We aimed to explore how vital race, class and gender are to
people how race, class and gender are perceived to shape their lives.
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To provide insight that helps us develop communication ideas (picking up
on the language, frames, themes, values etc., that participants use to talk
about their own experiences).
We used a screener and quota process to ensure that we spoke to participants as representative as possible of the diversity of working-class
people. By diversity, we mean ethnicity and income levels, occupations,
housing tenures, education level, ages, genders, political leanings etc.
See table 1 below for the demographic information for the interview
participants. Where possible, we matched the ethnicities/localities of
interviewees and interviewers. We employed an imperfect points system
to ensure we captured the range or working-class material conditions. The
system helped us screen out middle and upper-middle-class people while
allowing for a range of working-class material conditions. We also employed
the point system for the focus groups and survey. See figure X for the point
system:
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Table 1. Interview demographic participants
Date

Age

Gender

Ethnicity

Occupation

Household income

Class?

Reason why

Voting 2017-19

Wolv

26

Male

Indian

Intermediate
profession

£22K

Working class

I earn lower than the average pay

Lab-Lab

Wolv

44

Male

White British

Skilled manual
worker

£36K

Working class

we have to save for everything

Lab-Lab

Wolv

55

Female

Black
Caribbean

Clerical

£18K

Working class

never have the money to do what I
want & will always have to work

Lab-Lab

Wolv

49

Female

Indian

Unskilled

£19K

Working class

have always had to work for a
living

Lab-Lab

Wolv

53

Male

Black
Caribbean

Skilled manual
worker

£39K

Working class

I do a manual job & have always
worked

Lab-Lab

Wolv

25

Female

White British

Clerical

£26K

Working class

2 I have always had to work &
cannot buy what I like

Con-Con

Brad

26

Female

Mixed Race
(Black
Caribbean)

Unskilled

£8K

Working class

I work for my money and I live in a
working class area

DNV-Lab

Brad

39

Female

Bangladeshi

Unskilled

£20-35K

Working class

We have to work and that’s the
class we were born into and our
incomes aren’t great

Lab-Lab

Brad

46

Male

White British

Unskilled

£36K

Working class

I don’t have money to hand and I
don’t earn a lot and I don’t wear a
tie to work and we just get by

Lab-Lab

Brad

20

Male

Black
Caribbean

Unskilled

£38k

Working Class

My family have always had to
work and we would have no
income if we didn’t work and
that’s how I have been brought

N/A-DNV

Brad

50

Female

Pakistani

Unskilled

£0-20K

Working class

We have to work in order to pay
our bills and live

Lab-Lab
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Date

Age

Gender

Ethnicity

Occupation

Household income

Class?

Reason why

Voting 2017-19

Brad

65

Male

White British

Skilled

£30K

Working class

I was brought up that way and I
have always had to work

Con-Con

Cardiff

27

Female

Black African

Intermediate
profession

£0 - £19,999

Working class

Because I’ve had to work hard
and be better than other people
and rise above discrimination

Lab-Lab

Rhyl

34

Female

White British

Unskilled

£20,000 - £39,999

Working class

Because that is what we are and
always have been

DNV-Con

Cardiff

60

Male

Bengali

Unskilled

£20,000 - £39,999

Working class

Because me and my family have
always hadto work whatever job
we could get to make surewe
have enough money for all bills
and everything. We haven’t been
in a stage where we’ve been
comfortable money-wise

UKIP-Lab

Cardiff

43

Male

Indian

Semi-skilled

£20,000 - £39,999

Working class

We have to work really hard to
just stand still and unexpected
bills are a headache. We stick
with our community and they will
always help us out.

Lab-Lab

Cardiff

39

Female

Eastern
European
(Romania)

Unskilled

£20,000 - £39,999

Working class

Coming from a different
background we have to work
really hard at being accepted

Lib-Lib

Rhyl

41

Female

White British

Semi-skilled

£20,000 - £39,999

Working class

I have to graft so hard for
everything I get

DNV-Con
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Figure X: social class points system

Occupation:

Whiteboard of values shown to interviewees

Values

Pay emergency £500 bill:

High managerial,
executive, farmer

1 point

Intermediate profession,
administrative, craftsman

2 points

“I would borrow from
friends and family”

2 points

Skilled manual worker,
semi-skilled and unskilled

3 points

“I wouldn’t be able to pay
this”

3 points

Household income:

“I’d be able to pay this”

1 point

Openness

Compassion

Freedom

Humanity

Exploration

Understanding

Independent thought

Tolerance
Empathy

Class identification:

£50,000+

1 point

Upper-middle-class

1 point

£40,000 - £49,999

2 points

Middle-class

2 points

£0 to £39,999

3 points

Working-class

3 points

Pride in personal success

Safety

Social status

Security

Prestige

Conformity
Respecting tradition

— Everyday life: Day to day, what kinds of things concern or worry you?

We asked interviewers to probe interviewees, particularly when participants talked spontaneously about race and class, to explore their lived
experiences and perceptions. The interviewers followed a structured
schedule. The schedule included the following topics presented here in
order of discussion:

Whiteboard list of issues shown to participants

— Their local community: to describe it to someone who hasn’t
been there before; what are things you like most/least about your
community; the challenges and opportunities you face; spaces/places
you feel more or less comfortable/welcome; how do people get along;
are there differences or tensions within your communities.

— Their values: we asked what values you care about/ what is important
to you. We showed a list of values on a whiteboard, asking if any jumped
out. See figure X below for the whiteboard shown to participants:

CLASS

What are the significant issues? Do you have any worries about the
future? What sorts of things can make life more complicated? See
below for the whiteboard shown to participants:
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Housing

Policing

Food costs

Childcare

Employment/unemployment

Education

Access to benefits

Access to community spaces

Healthcare provision

Others?

— Policy issues: What sorts of things would you want politicians to focus
on? (At a local level? How about at a national level?) What do you think
an equal society would look like. How would you like to see society
change for the better? Are you optimistic or pessimistic about that
change happening? Why/why not?
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Table 2. Interview demographic participants

— Personal identity: Do you see yourself as a particular social class?
Why/why not? How important do you think class identity is in Britain
today? To you individually? How important do you think racial identity
is in Britain today? To you individually?

— Understanding class: what comes to mind when you think of the
working class? This was repeated with the middle class. We asked
whether people can change class, whether there is any difference
between being white, working-class, and being Black, Asian or minority
ethnic, and between being a working-class woman and a workingclass man. We asked whether one’s life chances and experiences are
impacted by class, race and/or gender.

Focus groups with working-class people
After analysing the in-depth interviews, we conducted the second wave of
research where we ran focus groups online in Cardiff, Wolverhampton and
Bradford. These were 2-hour focus groups with approximately ten people
per group. Each group was a mixture of people of different ethnicities,
ages, genders, occupations and voting histories. The focus groups were
semi-structured, the topics of discussion included: we opted for text-based
participation to allow for some anonymity to mitigate against participants’
tendency to acquiesce. Participants had to type their answers to each
question. We also decided to screen out those with particularly extreme
racist and xenophobic views and anyone who was politically active in their
day-to-day lives. Again we applied screeners and quotas to ensure a diverse
representative sample of participants. See table 2 for the demographic
information of focus group participants:
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Post Code

Age

Gender

Ethnicity

Occupation

Cardiff

54

F

Indian

Retail

Cardiff

27

M

Indian

Taxi driver

Cardiff

55

F

Indian

Housewife

Cardiff

38

M

Polish

Engineering
storeman

Cardiff

30

F

Black Caribbean

Unemployed

Cardiff

27

M

White/black Caribbean

Police tech
development
officer

Cardiff

59

F

White British

Housekeeper

Cardiff

32

F

White British

Home maker

Cardiff

36

M

White British

Telecoms engineer

Brad

27

F

White and Black
Caribbean

Residential carer

Brad

35

F

White and Black
Caribbean

Teaching assistant

Brad

26

M

African

Customer Service
Advisor

Brad

62

M

Pakistani

Check out operator

Brad

51

F

White British

Admin

Brad

32

M

White British

Video Editor

Brad

53

F

Indian

Playworker

Brad

46

M

White British

Finance Assistant

Brad

36

F

White British

Health Support
Worker
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As the focus groups were conducted online, members of the research
team were able to observe the focus groups and ask questions to the
moderator to ask the participants. The focus group moderator followed a
tightly-packed schedule with themes similar to in-depth interviews. The
plan included the following topics presented here in order of discussion:

— Values: we asked participants the most important things in their lives
and then presented a whiteboard of values. These values were the
one’s frequently talked about in the in-depth interviews. We asked
participants to select their three most important values. We then
asked participants whether they believe people across class and
race share these values. See to your right for the whiteboard of values
shown to the participants.

Whiteboard of values shown to participants

Values
1. Compassion – The importance of caring for and understanding each
other
2. Inclusion – The importance of being free and not unfairly held back
from opportunities
3. Freedom – The importance of being free and not unfairly held back
from opportunities
4. Mutual respect – The importance of respecting people from all walks
of life, regardless of skin colour or ethnicity
5. Interconnectedness – The importance of being and feeling connected
with each other
6. Stability – The importance of feeling safe and secure in your
commuity whatever situation you find yourself in
7. Justice – The importance of doing what’s right and not exploiting or
hurting others
8. Live and let live – The importance of tolerating others and others
tolerating you
9. Hard work – The importance of working hard, whether we’re doing
paid, voluntary or caring work, putting effort and pride into what we
do
10. Solidarity – The importance of being united and standing up for one
another
11. Fairness – The importance of treating people fairly, without favour or
prejudice

— Community: whether their local community is united or divided;
whether these values are shared within their local communities and
what are the types of things that bring people together; whether
there are divisions within the community and what they might be, and
the causes of said divisions, whether they are created or innate to
societies.
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Quantitative analysis: message testing and survey

— Understanding of class: we asked participants what they think
it means to be working class in Britain today and how they would
define being working class. We also asked whether there are similar
or different challenges working-class people might face. We then
presented the following statement and invited participants to use
ticks and crosses to indicate where they agree/disagree with the
message: “what binds the working class together is the work we do
– whether it’s caring for loved ones, bringing home a wage, or looking
out four our neighbours. Working-class people up and down this
country, whatever our skin colour or ethnic background, are making our
communities better places to live.”

— Elites: we asked participants who comes to mind when they think
about wealthy and powerful people; how people become very powerful
and wealthy and whether ordinary people can get to such a position;
and how they use their power. We also presented a list on a whiteboard
of different types of elites. We asked participants to put ticks and
crosses to understand which they liked/disliked. We also presented
the first formulation of the divide-and-rule problem statement in the
race class narrative messages. We invited participants to use ticks and
crosses. We asked what they thought about the statement, whether
they disagreed with any parts, and how they felt when they read it.

— Change: we asked people if they were the prime minister, what would
they change? We discussed how society could be better than it is now,
what problems they wish they could solve, and whether participants
feel positive or negative about whether such changes are possible.

— Kenmure street case: we then presented an image. We explained that
many people in a Glasgow community came together to stop two men
from the community from being detained. They chanted, “these are
our neighbours; let them go”. Participants were asked what they think
of this, whether they can imagine it happening in their community and
if not, why they can’t imagine it occurring.
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With DialSmith, we conducted our survey and dial testing to test our
messages and collect data on the public attitudes towards topics related
to race and class. We used the Race Class Narrative method co-developed
by ASO Communications, which looks at the British public through the
audience groups of Base, Persuadable and Opposition. The survey reached
2,197 adults across the UK between August 19th and November 16th,
2021. The survey contained several elements: demographic questions,
segmentation questions, responses to policies and political ideas, attitudes
towards civic engagement and then the message testing. There were 70
questions and approximately 16 minutes to complete the questionnaire.
All data was collected and analysed by DialSmith, provided to use through
an online platform.

Data considerations and limitations
As we mentioned previously in this report, given the breadth of identities
of working-class people in the UK and our relatively modest research
reach, we were unable to draw firm conclusions about how the ethnically
diverse working-class think or characterise any particular groups within
the working class. Although this report tries to acknowledge the complex
nature of race and class, a larger sample would allow a fuller exploration of
the intersections of race and class, in which we found other critical factors
such as gender, sexuality, faith, origin, and language. Similarly, even the
relatively more straightforward material aspect of social class is highly
complex. The working class live in a range of material circumstances. To
capture the range, one must contend with the breadth of experiences of
different housing tenures, incomes, occupations, geographies, childhood
circumstances, education, social connections, etc.
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There appears to be strong evidence of double and triple disadvantage
when race and gender compound being working class and more research
is required into how people think and talk about such issues for the sake
of improving progressive communications and to understand how mechanisms of intersecting forms of oppression manifest in everyday working
class life. Moreover, a severe limitation of our study was the lack of disabled
working class participants. Participants may have been disabled, however,
it was not raised spontaeously by participants and so was not part of the
findings. Diversity in race and precarity was our focus, which due to limited
rescources came at the exclusion of exploring the lived experiences of
disability, sexuality, gender identity and precarity in migration status.
These are also often scapegoated segments of the working class, whose
compounded disadvantage is often overlooked and voices ignored, especially in research and policy fields.

the other hand, was also excluded, given the different political dynamics.
We landed on our four locations partly because covid-19 meant that on the
ground recruitment practices were not taking place. Recruiting people of
colour (who also met our specific class, gender, age, voting etc., quotas) in
areas of over 80% white people was virtually impossible given our budget,
time frame and lack of on the ground recruitment practices. For example,
recruiters at Survation were unable to find sufficient participants in Rhyll,
so it had to be extended to Cardiff.
We were also limited in our analysis of our quantitative study due to the
sample size of our survey. Although we reached over 2000 people, this was
not always sufficient to be able to analyse the data by multiple factors. The
main purpose of the survey was to conduct message testing as such we
were limited to the number of questions we could ask in relation to race,
class, policy and political topics.

We would also like to acknowledge that important topics are dealt with
brevity in the Race Class Narrative Project at times. We are grappling with
extensive issues that we endeavoured to explore at every research phase,
such as race, ethnicity, racism, nationalism, colonialism and empire, origin,
faith, class, power, elites, capitalism, gender, immigration meritocracy etc.
This made for a jam-packed interview and focus group schedules, allowing
little time for deeper exploration of sensitive topics, leading to a better
understanding. Moreover, many essential issues and range of perspective
had to be left out of this report, and even more left out of the study.
Given CLASS’s involvement in the London-based race class report, we
wanted to extend and supplement the existing findings with a study
outside London. We chose the locations of Cardiff/Rhyll, Bradford, and
Wolverhampton as we tried to capture a range of localities across England
and Wales. We decided to exclude Scotland from the qualitative study
(though it is included in the survey). Other similar research has found
that public attitudes towards immigration and people seeking asylum are
significantly more positive than in England and Wales. Northern Ireland, on
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